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COMPILED EDITION

Art. 2324

ART. 2324. He who causes another person to do an unlawful
act, or assists or encourages in the commission of it, is answerable,
in solido, with that person, for the damage caused by such act.
RCC-2088, 2091, 2093, 2100; 2107, 2203, 2315 et seq.

RS-436, 2584.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2324.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2324 of Proposed Revision o f 1869;
same as CC 1825, Art. 2304, as amended by Acts
1844, No. 20 rns §4361)

cc 1 825, Art. 2304.

(Projet, p. 294.

He who causes another person to do
an unlawful act, or assist or encourages
in the commission of it, is answerable,
jointly * with that person, f o r the damage caused by such act.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Celui qui fait commettre a u n tiers
un acte illicite, ou !'aide ou l'encourage
a le commettre, est responsable soli
dairement* avec lui, du dommage cause
par ce fait.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "jointly" should be "in solido."

TITLE VI-OF THE MARRIAGE CONTRACT, AND OF THE
RESPECTIVE RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES IN
RELATION TO THEIR PROPERTY
Chapter I-GENERAL DISPOSITIONS
ART. 2325. In relation to property, the law only regulates
the conjugal association, in default 0£ particular agreements, which
th.-: parties are at liberty to stipulate as they please, provided they
he not contrary to good morals, and under the modifications here
after prescribed.
RCC-11, 122 et seq., 133, 156, 158, 540, 732, 1242, 1317,
1734 et seq., 1743 et seq., 1761, 1765, 1790, 1888, 1892, 1895,
2326 et seq., 2336, 2338, 2352 et seq., 2360, 2361, 2364, 2367,
2378, 2392, 2395, 2399, 2424, 2446, 3333, 3523, 3555.
RS-2512,

1519, 1535,
2031, 2265,
2368, 2372,
3066.

RCC 1 87 0 , Art. 2325.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2305.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 294.
Amendment t adopted; no com
ment)
La loi ne regit !'association, quant
aux biens, qu'a defaut de conventions
speciales, que les epoux peuvent faire
comme ils le jugent a propos, pourvu
qu'elles ne soient pas contraires aux
bonnes mreurs, et en outre sous les
modifications qui suivent.

CC 1 8 08, p. 322, Art. 1 .

·p. 323, Art. I.

Husband and wife may regulate their
matrimonial agreements as they please,
provided they stipulate in it nothing con
trary to good morals, and provided like
wise it be done under the modifications
hereafter prescribed.

Les epoux peuvent regler leurs con
ventions matrimoniales, ainsi qu'il leur
plait, pourvu qu'ils n'y stipulent rien de
contraire aux bonnes moours, et que ce
soit sous les modifications ci-apre s pres
crites.
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Art. 2326

·P· 324, Art. 8.

-p. 325, Art. 8.

If there be no marriage agreement,
nor any special conventions, the rights
of the husband and wife are determined
by law and by the rules contained in
the following chapters. ( Suppressed o n
recommendation o f redactors; see com
ment, Projet, p. 295)

A defaut de contrat de mariage et
de conventions speciales, les droits des
epoux sont determines par Ia Joi, et par
!es regles contenues aux chapitres sui
vans:
( S uppressed on recommendation
of redactors; see comment, Projet, p.
295)

CN 1804, Art. 1 387.
Same as CC 1825, Art. 2305, above.

La loi ne regit !'association conjugale,
quant aux biens, qu'a defaut de con
ventions speciales, que les epoux peu
vent faire comme ils le jugent a propos,
pourvu qu'elles ne soient pas contraires
aux bonnes mreurs, et, en outre, sous
les modifications qui suivent.

ART. 2326. Husband and wife can in no case enter into any
agreement or make any renunciation, the object of which would he
to alter the legal order of descents, either with respect to themselves
in what concerns the inheritance of their children or posterity, or
with respect to their children between themselves, without any prej
udice to the donations inter vivos or mortis causa, which may take
place according to the formalities and in the cases determined by
this Code.
RCC-877, 886, 887, 1480, 1493 et seq., 1502 et seq., 1519, 1520, 1570
et seq., 1734, 1743, 1887, 2325, 2327, 2329, 2424.
RCC 1870, Art. 2326.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2326 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

CC 1825, Art. 2306.

(Projet, p. 294. Amendment adopted; comment
by redactors)
Husband and wife can in no case enter
Les epoux ne peuvent, en aucun cas,
into any agreement or make any renunfaire des conventions ou renonciations,
ciation, the object of which would be to
dont l'objet serait de changer l'ordre
alter the legal order of descents, either
legal des successions, soit par rapport
with respect to themselves in what cona eux-memes dans la succession de leurs
cerns to [the] inheritance of their chi!enfans ou descendans, soit par rapport
dren or posterity, or with respect to
a leurs enfans entr'eux; sans prejudice
their children b etween themselves, withdes donations entre-vifs, ou pour cause
out any prejudice to the donations, inter
de mort, qui pourront avoir lieu dans
vivos or mortis causa, which may take
les formes et dans les cas determines
place according to the formalities and
au present Code.
in the cases determined by this Code.
CC 1808, p. 324, Art. 3.

-p. 325, Art. 3.

Nevertheless husband and wife can,
in no case, enter into any agreement,
or make any renunciation, the object of
which may be to alter the legal order
of descents, either with respect to them
selves in what concerns the inheritance
of their children or posterity, or with
respect to their children between them
selves, without any prejudice to the do

Neanmoins, les epoux ne p euvent, en
aucun cas, faire des conventions ou
renonciations, dont l'objet serait de
changer l'ordre legal des successions,
soit par rapport a eux-memes, dans la
succession de leurs enfans ou descen
dans, soit par rapport a leurs enfans
entre eux, sans prejudice des donations
entre vifs, ou pour cause de mort, qui
pourront avoir lieu dans les formes, et
dans les cas determines au present
code.

nations inter vivas or mortis causa which
may take place, according to the for
malities and in the cases determined by
the present code.
CN 1804, Art. 1389.
They cannot enter into any agree
ment or make any renunciation the ob-

!ls ne peuvent faire aucune conven
tion ou renonciation dont l'objet serait
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ject of which would be to alter the legal
order of descents, either with respect to
themselves in what concerns the inheri
tance of their children or posterity, or
with respect to their children between
themselves, without any prejudice to the
donations inter vivos or testamentary
which may take place according to the
formalities and in the cases determined
by this Code.

de changer l'ordre legal des successions,
soit par rapport a eux-memes dans la
succession de leurs enfans ou descen
dans, soit par rapport a leurs enfans
entre eux; sans prejudice des donations
entre-vifs ou testamentaires qui pour
ront avoir lieu selon Jes formes et dans
Jes cas determines par le presen t Code.

ART. 2327. Neither can husband and wife derogate by their
matrimonial agreement from the rights resulting from the power of
the husband over the person of his wife and children, or w hich b elong
to the husband as the head of the family, nor from the rights granted
to the surviving husband or wife by the title: 0/ Father and Child,
and by the title : Of Minors, of their Tutorship and Emancipation,
nor from t he prohibitory dispositions of this Code.
RCC-119, 178 et seq., 215 et seq., 246 et seq., 380, 1519, 1520,
2446, 3523.
RCC 1870, Art. 2327.

2326,

(Same as Art. 2327 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2307.

(No reference in Projet)

Neither can husband and wife derogate by their matrimonial agreement
from the rights resulting from the power
of the husband over the person of his
wife and children, or which belong to
the husband as the head of the family,
nor from the rights granted to the surviving husband or wife by the title of
father and chiUI, and by the title of
minors, of their tutorship, &c., nor from
the prohibitory dispositions of this Code.

Les epoux ne peuvent non plus deroger par leurs conventions matrimoniales,
ni aux droits resultant de la puissance
maritale sur la personne de la femme et
des enfans, ou qui appartiennent a u mari
comme chef, ni aux droits conferes au
survivant des epoux, par le titre des
peres et des en/ans, et par le titre des
mineurs, de leur tutelle &c., ni a u x dis
positions prohibitives du present Code.

CC 1808, p. 324, Art. 4.

·P· 325, Art. 4.

Neither can husband and wife dero
gate by their matrimonial agreement,
from the rights resulting from the power
of the husband over the person of his
wife and children, or which belong to
the husband as the head of the family,
nor from the rights granted to the sur
viving husband or wife by the title of
father and child, and by the title of

Les epoux ne peuvent, non plus, dero
ger par leurs conventions matrimoniales,
ni aux droits resultant de la puissance
maritale sur la personne de la femme
et des enfans, ou qui appartiennent au
marl, comme chef, ni aux droits conferes
au survivant des epoux, par le titre
des peres et des enf ans, et par le titre

minors and their tutors and curators,
nor from the prohibitory dispositions of
this code.

des mineurs, de leurs tuteurs et curateurs,
ni a1:1x dispositions prohibitives du pre
sent code.

CN 1804, Art. 1388.
Husband and wife cannot derogate
either from the rights resulting from
the power of the husband over the per
son of his wife and children, or which
belong to the husband as the head of
the family, or from the rights granted
to the surviving husband or wife by
the title Of Paternal Power and by the
title Of Minority, Tutorship, and Eman
cipation, or from the prohibitory disposi
tions of this Code.

Les epoux ne peuvent deroger ni aux
droits resultant de la puissance maritale
sur la p ersonne de la femme e t des
enfans, ou qui appartiennent au mari
comme chef, ni aux droits conferes au
survivant des epoux par le titre de la
Puissance paternelle et par le titre de la

Minoriti, de la Tutelle et de l'Emanci
pation, ni aux dispositions prohibitives
du present Code.
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Art. 2329

ART. 2328. Every matrimonial agreement must be made by
act
an
before a notary and two witnesses.
RCC-198, 1536, 1734, 1764, 2234, 2236, 2240, 2329, 3333, 3524, 3555.
RCC 1870, Art. 2328.

( Same as Art. 2328 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2308.

( No reference in Projet)

Par. 1. same as above.

The practice of marriage agreement
under private signature is abrogated.

Toutes conventions matrimoniales doi
vent etre redigees par acte passe par
devant un notaire et deux temoins.
L'usage des contrats de mariage sous
seing prive est abroge.

CC 1808, p. 324, Art. 5.

-p. 325, Art. 5.

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"signature."

Toutes conventions matrimoniales doi
vent etre redigees par acte passe par
devant notaire et deux temoins; !'usage
des contrats de mariage, sous seing
prive, est abroge.

CN 1804, Art. 1.394.
Every matrimonial agreement shall b e
made, prior t o t h e marriage, by an act
before a notary.

Toutes conventions matrimoniales se
ront redigees, avant le mariage, par
acte devant notaire.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title X, Art. 4.
Every matrimonial agreement must
be made by authentic act before a
notary. The practice of marriage agreement under private signature is abrogated.

Toutes conventions matrimoniales doivent etre redigees par acte authentique
et devant notaire. L'usage des contrats
de mariage sous seing prive est abroge.

ART. 2329. Every matrimonial agreement can be altered by
the husband and wife jointly before the celebration of marriage ; but
it cannot he altered after the celebration. Provided that in the case
of married couples removing to this State and settling therein from
other States and countries after marriage, they shall have the right
at any time within one year after the passage of this Act, or a like
period after such settlement in this State, to make a valid marriage
contract, subject in all other respects to the laws of this State. (As
amended by Acts 1 91 0, No. 236)
RCC-1734 e t seq., 1 74 3 e t seq., 2326 .et seq., 2340, 2400, 2401, 2446.
RCC 1870, Art. 2329.
Every matrimonial agreement can be altered by the husband and wife jointly,
before the celebration of marriage; but it can not be altered after the celebration.
CC 1825, Art. 2309.

( No reference in Projet)
Toutes
conventions
matrimoniales,
peuvent etre changees par les deux
epoux conjointement, avant la celebra
tion du mariage; mais elles ne peuvent
plus l'etre apres la celebration.

Same as above.

-p. 325, Art. 6.

CC 1 808, p. 324, Art. 6.
Same as above; but period ( . ) after
"marriage."

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "matrimoniales"; comma ( , ) after
"changees."
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CN 1 804, Art. 1395.
They cannot be altered after the cele
bration of the marriage.

Elles
ne
changement
mariage .

peuvent recevoir
aucun
apres la celebration du

Projet d u Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title X, Art. 5.
The agreements can be altered by
husband and wife jointly , before
celebration of the marriage, under
conditions hereinafter explained.
They cannot be altered after
celebration.

the
the
the
the

Les conventions peuvent etre c hangees
par les deux epoux conjointement, avant
la celebration du mariage, sous les conditions ci-apres expliquees.
Elles ne peuvent plus l'etre apres la
celebration.

ART. 2330. The minor, who is capable of contracting matri
mony, may give his consent to any agreements which this contract is
susceptible of; and the agreements entered into and the donations
he has made by the same, are valid, provided t hat, if he he not emanci
pated, he has been assisted in the agreement by those persons whose
consent is necessary to his marriage.
RCC-92, 97, 112, 374, 1476, 1477, 1747, 1748, 1783, 1785, 1790,
1868, 1873, 1875, 2226, 2231, 2331.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2330.

1867,

(Same as Art. 2330 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 294.
Amendment amended in English
text and adopted; no comment)
The minor, who is capable of conLe mineur, habile a contracter matracting matrimony, may give his consent
riage, peut consentir a toutes les con
to any agreement which their* contract
ventions dont ce* contrat est suscep
is susceptible of, and the agreement
tible; et les conventions et donations
entered into and the donations he has
qu'il y a faites, sont valables, pourvu
made by the same, are valid, provided
que, s'il n'est pas emancipe, il ait ete
that, if he be not emancipated, he has
assiste dans le contrat par les personnes
been assisted in the agreement by those
dont le consentement est necessaire pour
persons whose consent is necessary to
la validite du mariage.
his marriage.

CC 1 8 25, Art. 2310.

CC 1 808, p. 324, Art. 7.

·P· 325, Art. 7.

The minor who is capable of contract
ing matrimony, may give his consent to
all and every the [to all the] agreements
which this contract is susceptible of, and
the agreement entered into and dona
tions he has made by the same, are
valid, provided that if he b e not eman
cipated, he has been assisted in said
agreement by those of his ascending
relations whose consent is necessary to
his m arriage.

Le mineur, habile a contracter ma
riage, peut consentir a toutes les con
ventions dont ce contrat est susceptible;
et les conventions et donations qu'il a
[qu'il y a] faites, sont valables, pourvu
que, s'il n'est pas emancipe, il ait ete
assiste, dans le contrat, par ceux de ses
ascendans dont le consentement e s t ne
cessaire pour son mariage.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 1398.
The minor who is capable of contract
ing matrimony is capable of giving his
consent to any agreements which this
contract is susceptible of; and the agree
ments entered into and the donations
he has made by the same, are valid, pro
vided that he has been assisted in the
agreement by those persons whose con
sent is necessary to his marriage.

Le mineur habile a contracter mariage
est habile a consentir toutes les con
ventions dont ce contrat est susceptible;
et les conventions et donations qu'il y
a faites, sont valables, pourvu qu'il ait
ete assiste, dans le contrat, des per
sonnes dont le consentement est neces
saire pour la validite du mariage.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "their" should be "this."
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Art. 2332

ART. 2331. The most ordinary conventions in marriage con
tracts, are the settlement of the dowry and the various donations
which the husband and wife may make to each other, either recipro
cally or the one to the other, or which they may receive from others,
in consideration of the marriage.
RCC-37 4, 1734, 17 43 et seq., 1873, 2330, 2337 et seq., 2352.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2331.
Same as above.

CC 1 8 25, Art. 231 1 .

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

Les conventions les plus ordinaires
dans le contrat de mariage, sont: la
constitution de dot, et les diverses dona
tions que les epoux peuvent se faire,
soit reciproquement, soit l'un a l'autre,
ou qu'ils peuvent recevoir d'autrui, en
consideration du mariage.

CC 1808, p. 324, Art. 9.

·P· 325, Art. 9 .

The most ordinary conventions in mar
riage contract, are the settlement of the
dowry and the various donations which
the husband and wife may make to each
other, either reciprocally or the one to
the o ther, or which they may receive
from others in consideration of the mar
riage.

Same a s above; but comma (,) after
"ordinaires"; semicolon (;) after "dot."

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2332. The partnership, or community of aquets [acquets]
or gains, needs not to he stipulated; it exists hy operation of law, in
all cases where there is no stipulation to ·the contrary.
But the parties may modify or limit it ; they may even agree that
it shall not exist.
RCC-1764, 1967, 2334, 2392, 2399 et seq., 2424, 2806, 2807.
RCC 1870, Art. 2332.
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 295.
Amendment :i: adopted; no comment)
La societe ou communaute d'acquets
Same as above; but "aquets" spelled
ou de gains n'a pas besoin d'etre stipu
"acquets."
lee; elle a lieu par l'etfet de la loi dans
tous les cas ou il n'y a pas stipulation
contraire.
Mais les parties peuvent la modifier,
la limiter, ou meme convenir qu'elle
n'aura pas lieu.

CC 1825, Art. 2312.

CC 1808, p. 324, Art. 10.

·p. 325, Art. 1 0.

The partnership or community of ac
quests or gains, is a necessary conse

La societe, ou communaute d'acquets
ou de gains, e s t une suite necessaire du

quence of marriage, within this territory
and needs not be stipulated in the mar
riage contract in order to take effect.

mariage dans ce territoire, et n'a pas
besoin d'etre stipulee, dans le contrat
de mariage, pour avoir etfet.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.
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AR'J'. 2333. From the various conventions which are customary
in marriage contracts, or which are a consequence of the marriage,
result various distinctions with respect to the property which may
he the object of these conventions.
RCC-2334, 2335, 2377, 2383, 2399
RCC 1 870, Art. 2333.

et seq., 2402.

(Same as Art. 2333 of Proposed Revision of

1869)

Same as above.

CC 1 82 5, Art. 2313.

(No reference in Projet)

From the various conventions which
are customary in marriage contracts, or
which are a consequence of the marriage, result various distinctions with
respect to the estate which may be the
object of these conventions.

Des differentes conventions qui sont
ordinaires dans Jes contrats de mariage,
ou qui en sont la suite, resultent diverses
distinctions a l'egard des biens qui sont
l'objet de ces conventions.

CC 1 808, p. 324, Art. 1 1.

·P· 325, Art. 1.1.

Same

as

CN 1 804.

above.

Des differentes conventions qui sont
ordinair e s dans !es contrats de mariage,
ou qui sont une suite du mariage, re
s�ltent diverses distinctions a l'egard
des biens qui sont l'objet de ces con
ventions.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2334. The property of married persons is divided into
separate and common property.
Separate property is that which either party brings into the
marriage, or acquires during the marriage with separate funds, or by
inheritance, or by donation made to him o r her particularly.
The earnings of the wife when living separate and apart from
her husband although not separated by judgment of court, her earn
ings when carrying on a business, trade, occupation or industry
separate from her husband, actions for damages resulting from offenses
and quasi offenses and the property purchased with all fund s thus
derived, are her separate property.
Actions for damages resulting from offenses and quasi offenses
suffered by the husband, living separate and apart from his wife,
by reason of fault on her part, sufficient for separation or divorce
shall he his separate property.
Common property is that which is acquired by the husband and
wife during marriage, in any manner different from that above
declared. But when the title to community property stands in the
name of the wife, it cannot he mortgaged or sold by the husband
without her written authority or consent. (As amended hy Acts 1920,
No. 186)
RCC-122, 131, 2332, 2333, 2335, 2337, 2338, 2383, 2402, 2403, 2430.
95.

Acts 1936, No. 158; 1940, No.

Art. 2334.
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
Separate property is that which either party brings into the marriage, or
acquired during the marriage with separate funds, o r by inheritance, or by d ona
tion made to him or her particularly.
The earnings of the wife when living apart from her husband although not
separated by judgment of court, her earnings when carrying on a business,
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Art. 2335

trade, occupation or industry separate from her husband, actions for damages
resulting from offenses and quasi offenses, and the property purchased with all
funds thus derived are her separate property.
Par. 4 same as par. 5, above. (As amended by Acts 1912, No. 170)
RCC 1870, Art. 2334.

(Same as Art. 2334 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

The property of married persons is divided into separate property and common
property.
Separate property is that which either party brings into the marriage, or
acquires during the marriage by inheritance or by donation made to him or her
particularly.
Common property is that which is acquired by the husband and wife during
marriage, in any manner different from that above declared.
CC 1825, Art. 2314.

(Projet, p. 295.
Substitution adopted; no com
ment)
Les biens des epoux se distinguent en
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
biens pr-0pres et en biens communs.
Separate property is that which either
Les biens propres sont ceux que
party brings in marriage, or acquires
chaque epoux apporte en mariage, ou
during the marriage, by inheritance or
qu'il acquiert pendant le mariage, par
by donation made to him or her par
heritage OU par donation a lui faite par
ticularly.
ticulierement.
Par. 3 same as par. 3, above; but
Les biens communs sont ceux que les
comma (,) after "wife."
epoux acquierent durant le mariage, de
toute autre maniere que celle enoncee
ci-dessus.
CC 1808, p. 324, Art. 1 3.

-p. 325, Art. 1 3 .

We understand by effects proper or
heriditary [hereditary], all such as either
husband and [or] wife brings in mar
riage or which he or she inherits or
acquires during the marriage by will or
lucrative contract. (Suppressed on rec
ommendation of redactors; Projet, p.
295)

O n appelle biens propres, o u heredi
taires, tous ceux que chaque epoux ap
porte en mariage, ou dont il herite, ou
qu'il acquiert pendant sa duree, par
acte de derniere volonte ou par contrat
lucratif. (Suppressed on recommenda
tion of redactors; Projet, p. 295)

-p. 324, Art. 14.

-p. 325, Art. 1 4.

In fine w e understand by common ef
fects or gains such as the husband and
wife acquire during the marriage by
their labor, industry, purchase or any
other similar way. (Suppressed on rec
ommendation of redactors; Projet, p.
295)

Enfin, on appelle biens communs ou
de gains, ceux que les epoux acquierent
durant le mariage, par leur travail, leur
industrie ou par achat et autres sem
blables manieres. (Suppressed on recom
mendation of redactors; Projet, p. 295)

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2335. The separate property of the wife is divided into
dotal and extradotal.
Dotal property is that which the wife brings to the husband to
assist him in hearing the expenses of the marriage establishment.
Extradotal property, otherwise called paraphernal property, is
that which forms no part of the dowry.
RCC-1888, 2333, 2334, 2337 et seq., 2383 et seq., 2411, 2430, 3215, 3319.

RCC 1870, Art. 2335.
Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2 3 1 5.
Same as above.

(Projet, p.
ment)

295.

Substitution adopted; no com-

Les biens propres de la femme se dis
tinguent en dotaux et extra-dotaux.
Les biens dotaux sont ceux que la
femme apporte au mari pour l'aider a
supporter les charges du mariage.
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Art. 2336

Les biens extra-dotaux, autrement ap
peles biens paraphernaux, sont ceux qui
ne font point partie de la dot.
CC 1 808, p. 324, Art. 1 2 .

-p. 325, Art. 1 2.

The

first distinction i s into dotal
effects, and paraphernalia or extra dotal
effects.
We understand by dotal effects all
such effects as the wiie brings to the
husband, to support the charges of wed
lock.
We understand by paraphernalia or
extra dotal effects, all the effects of the
wife which are no part of her dowry.
(Suppressed on recommendation of re
dactors; Projet, p. 295)
CN 1 804.

Chapter
Section

La p remiere distinction, est en biens
dotaux et en biens paraphernaux, ou
extra dotaux.
On appelle biens dotaux, tous ceux que
la femme apporte au mari, pour sup
porter les charges du mariage.
On a p pelle biens paraphernaux, ou
extra-dotaux, tous les biens de la femme
qui n'ont pas ete constitues en dot. (Sup
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors; Projet, p. 295)

No corresponding article.

2-0F THE vARIOUS KINDS OF MATRIMONIAL AGREEMENTS
1-oF DONATIONS MADE IN CONSIDERATION OF MARRIAGE

ART. 2336. Husband and wife may, by their marriage con
tract, make reciprocally or one to the other, or receive from other
persons, in consideration of their marriage, all kinds of donations,
according to the rule s and under the modifications prescribed in the
title: Of donations inter vivos arul mortis causa.
RCC-1480, 1570, 1734 et seq., 1743 et seq., 1564, 1572, 1897.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2336.

(Same as Art. 2336 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2316.

(No reference in Projet)

Husband and wife may, by their marriage contract, make reciprocally or one
to the other, or receive from other persons, in consideration of their marriage,
every kind of donations, according to
the rules and under the modifications
prescribed in the title of donations inter
vivos and mortis causa.

Les ep o ux peuvent, par contrat de
mariage, se faire reciproquement, ou
l'un des deux a l'autre, ou recevoir
d'autres personnes, en co n sidera ti on de
leur mariage, toute espece de donations,
suivant les regles et sous les modifica
tions prescrites au titre des donatiom
entre-vifs et pour cauae de mort.

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 1 5.

-p. 327 , Art. 1.S.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "may", or after "persons" ; comma
(,) after "reciprocally."

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"peuvent."

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Section 2-0F DOWRY OR MARRIAGE PORTION
ART. 2337. By dowry is meant the effects which the wife
brings to the husband t o support the expenses of marriage.
RCC-416, 611, 909, 1992, 2331, 2334,
2411, 2430, 2435, 3319, 3333, 3555.
RCC 1870, Art. 2337.

2 3 35,

2338, 2340, 2347,

2349,

(Same as Art. 2337 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
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Art. 2339

(No reference in Projet)
By dowry are meant the effects which
La dot s'entend du bien que la femme
the wife brings to the husband to supapporte au mari pour supporter les
port the expenses of marriage.
charges du mariage.
CC 1825, Art. 2317.

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 1 6.

-p. 327, Art. 1 6.

Same as above.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"s'entend."

CN 1804, Art. 1 540.

Dowry, under the dotal system as well
as under the system of Chapter II, is
the property which the wife brings to
the husband to support the expenses of
marriage.
.

La dot, sous ce regime comme sous
celui du chapitre II, est le bien que la
femme apporte au mari pour supporter
les charges du mariage.

ART.
2338. Whatever in the marriage contract is declared
to belong to the wife, or to he given to her on account of the marriage
by other persons than the husband, is part of the dowry, unless
there he a stipulation to the contrary.
RCC-2337, 2339, 2 3 40, 2 3 83.
RCC 1870, Art. 2338.

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 295. Amendment :I: adopted ; no comment)
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
Ce qui, dans le contrat de mariage,
"Whatever", after "contract", and after
est declare appartenir a la femme, OU
"of the marriage."
lui etre donne, en raison du mariage,
par d'autres que par le mari, est dotal,
s'il n'y a stipulation contraire.
CC 1825, Art. 2 3 1 8.

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 1 7.

-p. 327, Art. 1 7.

Every thing which the wife settles
upon herself or which is given her by
the marriage contract, is included in
the dowry, unless there be a contrary
stipulation.

Tout ce que la femme se constitue, on
qui lui est donne en contrat de mariage,
est dotal, s'il n'y a stipulation contraire.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 54 1 .

Same a s above.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "constitue", or after "dotal."

ART. 2339. The settlement of the dowry may include all the
present and future effects of the wife, or her present effects only,
or a part of her present and future effects, or even an individual object.
The constitution in general terms of all the effects of the wife,
does not include her future effects.
RCC-1888, 2 338.
RCC 1870, Art. 2339.

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
Same as above ; but comma ( ) after
La constitution de dot peut com�
"constitution", and after "terms. '
prendre tous les biens presens et a venir
de la femme, ou ses biens presens seule
ment ou une partie de ses biens pre
'
sens et a venir, ou meme un objet in
dividuel.
La constitution en termes generaux de
tous les biens de la femme ne comprend
pas les biens a venir.
CC 1825, Art. 2 3 1 9.
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CC 1808, p. 326, Art. 1 8 .

·P· 327, Art. 18.

Same a s above; but n o punctuation
after "constitution", after "terms", or
after "the effects of the wife."

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"constitution", after "genera ux", and
after "biens de la femme."

CN 1 804, Art. 1542.
La constitution de dot pent frapper
tous les biens presens et a venir de la
femme, ou tons ses biens presens seule
ment, ou une partie de ses biens presens
et a venir, OU meme Un objet individuel.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

Same as above.

ART. 2340. Dowry can not be settled, nor can it even be
increased during the marriage.
RCC-2329, 233 1 , 2 337, 2338.

RCC 1870, Art. 2340.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2320.

( No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

La dot ne peut etre constituee, ni
meme augmentee pendant le m ariage.

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 1 9 .

-p. 327, Art. 19.

S a m e a s above.

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1543.
Same as above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "c onstituee."

ART. 2341. Dowry can be settled either by the wife herself,
or by her father or* mother, or other ascendants, or by other relations,
and even by strangers.
RCC-416, 1242, 2 345, 2373.

R C C 1870, Art. 2341.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2321.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above; but n o punctuation
after "mother."

La dot pent etre constituee ,
la femme elle-meme, soit par
et* mere, ou autres ascendans,
ses autres parens, ou meme
etrangers.

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 20.

·P· 327, Art. 20.

Dowry can be settled either by the
wife herself or by her father or* mother
or other ascendants, or by her other
relations, and even by strangers.
CN 1 804.

soit par
ses pere
soit par
par des

Same as above.

No corresponding article.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "or" should be "and."

ART. 2342. If the father and mother settle jointly a dowry,
without distinguishing the part of each, it shall he supposed to be
constituted by equal portions.
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Art. 2343

If the dowry he settled by the father alone, for paternal and
maternal rights, the mother, although present at the making of the
contract, shall not be bound ; but the father alone shall remain
answerable for the whole of the dowry.
RCC-2080, 2086, 2343, 2344.
RCC '1870, Art. 2342.
Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2342 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

CC 1825, Art. 2322.

(No reference in Projet)

If the father or* mother settle jointly
a dowry, without distinguishing the part
of each, it shall be supposed to be constituted by equal portions.
If the dowry be settled by the father
alone, for paternal and maternal rights,
the mother, although present to** the
contract, shall not be obliged, and the
father alone shall remain answerable for
the whole of the dowry.

Si les pere et* mere constituent conjointement une dot, sans distinguer la
part de chacun, elle sera censee constituee par portions egales.
Si la dot est constituee par le pere
seul pour droits paternels et maternels,
Ia mere, quoique presente au** contrat,
ne sera point engagee, et la dot de
meurera en entier a la charge du pere.

CC 1808, p. 326, Art. 2 1 .

-p. 327, Art. 21.

I f the father or* mother settle jointly
a dowry, without distinguishing the part
of each, it shall be supposed constituted
by equal portion.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above; but no
punctuation after "by the father alone."

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"seul."

CN 1 804, Art. 1 544.
Same as above; but no punctuation
after "seul."

Same as RCC 1870, Art. 2342, above.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "or" should be "and."
**Note error in English translation of French text; "to" should be "at the
making of."

ART. 2343. If the surv1vmg father or mother settles a dowry
for paternal and maternal effects, without specifying the portions,
the dowry shall be first taken out of the rights of the future wife in
the succession of the decased [deceased] father or mother, and the rest
out of the estate of the person who settled the dowry.
RCC-1888, 2342, 2344.
RCC 1870, Art. 2343.

(Same as Art. 2343 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2323.

(No reference in Projet)

�

If the surviving, either father or
mother, settles a dowry for paternal
and maternal effects, without specifying
the portions, the dowry shall be first
taken out of the rights of the future
husband or wife out of the estate of
the deceased hu;band or wife, and the
rest out of the estate of the person who
settled the dowry.

Si le survivant des p re et mere, constitue une dot, po� r b1ens pater?els et
.
maternels, sans pec1fier les portJO?s, la
dot se prendra d abord �ur les dro1 s du
.
futur epOUX dans les b1ens du C011J?ll1t
predecede, et le surplus, dans les b1ens

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 22.

-p. 327, Art. 22.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "surviving."

Si le survivant des pere et mere cons
titue une dot, pour biens paternels et
maternels, sans S)> ecifier les portions, la

�

�

du constituant.
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dot se prendra d'abord, sur les droits du
futur epoux sur !es biens du conjoint
priidecede, et le surplus, sur les biens
du constituant.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 5
. 45.
Si le survivant des pere ou mere cons
titue une dot pour biens paternels et
maternels, sans specifier les p ortions, la
dot se prendra d'abord sur !es droits du
futur epoux dans !es biens d u conjoint
priidecede, et le surplus sur les biens
du constituant.

Same as above.

ART. 2344. Although the daughter who has received a dowry
from her father and mother may have effects belonging to her which

they enjoy, the dowry shall be taken out o f the estate of the persons
settling the dowry, unless there be a stipulation to the contrary.
RCC-223, 2342, 2343.

RCC 1870, Art. 2344.

( Same as Art. 2344 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2324.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above; but "persons" misspelled
"person" ; comma
(,)
after
"daughter", after "mother", and after
"to her."

Quoique la fille, dotee par ses pere
et mere, ait des biens a elle propres,
dont ils jouissent, la dot sera prise sur
!es biens des constituans, s'il n'y a stipulation c ontraire.

CC 1 808, p. 326, Art. 23.

-p. 327, Art. 23.

Although the daughter who has received a dowry from her father and
mother, may have effects belonging to
her which they enjoy, the dowry shall
be taken out of the estate of the person
[persons] settling the dowry, unless
there be a contrary stipulation.

Same

as

above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1546.
Same as above.

Same as abov e ; but no punctuation
after "fille", after "mere", or after
"propres."

ART. 2345. Those who settle a dowry are bound to the
warranty of the things thus settled.
RCC-1384 et seq., 1967, 2341, 2476, 2500 et seq.

CP-378, 379.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2345.
Same as above.

CC 1 8 2 5 , Art. 2325.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"dowry. "

Ceux qui constituent une dot, sont
tenus a la garantie des objets cons
titues.

CC 1 8 08, p. 326, Art. 24.

-p. 327, Art. 24.

Same as above; but no p unctuation
after "dowry."

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 547.
Same as above.

Same as above.
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Art. 2348

ART. 2346. The interests of the dowry begin, of right, from
day
of the marriage, against those who have promised the same,
the
although there may be time given for the payment, unless there be
a contrary stipulation.
.

RCC-1935, 2048, 2052, 2373, 2374, 2924.
RCC 1870, Art. 2346.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2326.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

Les interets de la dot courent de plein
droit, du jour du mariage, contre ceux
qui l'ont promise, encore qu'il y ait
terme pour le payement, s'il n'y a stipu
lation contraire.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 25.

-p. 327, Art. 25.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "begin."

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "droit", or after "mariage."

CN 1804, Art. 1 548.
Same as above.

Same as above; but comma (,) after
"droit", and after "mariage."

ART. 2347. The dowry is given to the husband for him to
enjoy the same as long as the marriage shall last.
RCC-1925, 1992, 2337, 2349, 2350, 2352 et seq., 2369, 2435, 3523, 3524.
RCC 1870, Art. 2347.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2327.

(Projet,
ment)

Same as above.

p.

296.

Amendment

adopted; no

com

La dot est donnee au mari pour en
jouir par lui tant que le mariage durera.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 26.

·P· 329, Art. 26.

The cause of the dowry is perpetual,
that is the dowry is given to the hus
band for him to enjoy the same, as long
as the marriage shall last.

La cause de la dot est perpetuelle,
c'est-a-dire que la dot es [estJ donnee
au mari pour en jouir par lui, tant que
le mariage durera.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2348. The action, which the husband has to recover
the dowry from those who have settled the same, is prescribed
against by the same space of time as all other personal actions.
RCC-1997, 2373.
RCC 1870, Art. 2348.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2328.
Same as a bove.

Amendment :I: adopted; no com(Projet, p. 296.
ment)
L'action qui appartient au mari pour
demander le payement de la dot a ceux
qui l'ont constituee, se prescrit par le
meme espace de temps que les autres
actions personnelles.
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Art. 2349
CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 27.

·P· 329, Art. 27.

The action which the husband has to
recover the payment of the dowry of
those who have settled the same, lasts
thirty years as well as all other personal
actions.

L'action qui appartient au mari pour
demander le payement de la dot a ceux
qui l'ont constituee, dure trente ans
comme les autres actions personnelles.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2349. The income or proceeds of the dowry belong to
the husband, and are intended to help him to support the charges
of the marriage, such as the maintenance of the husband and wife,
that of their children, and other expenses which the husband deems
proper.
RCC-2337, 2347, 2 3 5 0 , 2352, 2393, 2396, 2407, 2409, 2435.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2349.

(Same as Art. 23 4 9 of Proposed Revision o f 1869)

Same as above.
Amendment adopted; no com( Projet, p. 296.
ment)
Les revenus ou fruits de la dot appar
The income or proceeds of the dowry
tiennent au mari, et sont destines a
belong to the husband, and are intended
!'aider a soutenir Jes charges du mariage,
to help him to support the charges of
telles que l'entretien des deux conjoints,
the m atrimony, such as the maintenance
celui de Ieurs enfans, et autres depenses
of the husband and wife, that of their
que le mari juge convenables.
children, and other expenses which the
husband deems proper.

CC 1 825, Art. 2329.

CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 28.

-p. 329, Art. 28.

The
income or proceeds
of the
dowry belong to the husband, and are
intended to help him to support the
charges of the matrimony, such as the
maintenance of the husband and wife,
that of their children, and other ex
pences which the husband deems proper;
and this is the reason why the interests
of the dowry are due from the day of
marriage, unless there be a contrary
stipulation as is prescribed in the 25th
article above.

Les revenus ou fruits de la dot appar
tiennent au mari, et sont destines a lui
aider a soutenir Jes charges du mariage,
telles que l'entretien des deux conjoints,
celui de l e urs enfans, et autres depenses
que le mari juge convenables ; voila
pourquoi les interets de Ia dot sont dus
du jour du mariage, a moins de stipu
lation contraire, ainsi qu'il est prescrit
en !'article 25 ci-dessus.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2350. The husband alone has the administration o f the
dowry, and his wife can not deprive him of it; he may act alone
in a court of justice for the preservation or recovery of the dowry,
against such as either owe or detain the same, but this does not
prevent the wife from remaining the owner of the effects which she
brought as her dowry.
RCC-732, 1317, 1908, 2347, 2349, 23 5 1 , 2 3 5 3 , 2358, 2359, 2373,
2384, 2 3 8 5 , 2387, 2393, 243 0 , 2436, 3311, 3319, 3 5 2 4 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 2350.

2376,

(Same as Art. 23 50 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2330.

(No reference in Projet)

The husband alone has the administration of the dowry, and his wife cannot
deprive him of it; he may act alone in
a court of justice, for the preservation

Le mari a seul !'administration de la
dot, et sa femme ne peut la lui oter ;
ii peut agir ·seul en justice pour la
conservation ou le recouvrement de la
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Art. 2352

or recovery of the dowry, against such
as either owe or detain the same, but
this does not prevent the wife from
remaining the proprietor of the effects
which she brought as her dowry.

dot, contre ceux qui en sont debiteurs
ou detenteurs, ce qui n'empeche pas que
la femme demeure proprietaire des biens
qu'elle a apportes en dot.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 29.

-p. 329, Art. 29.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "administration of the dowry",
after "justice", or after "recovery of

Le mari a seul !'administration de la
dot, et sa femme ne peut la lui oter;
il peut agir seul en justice pour la con
servation et le recouvrement de la dot
contre ceux qui en sont debiteurs ou
detenteurs, ce qui n'empeche pas que
la femme ne demeure proprietaire des
biens qu'elle a apportes en dot.

the dowry."

CN 1804, Art. 1 549, pars. 1, 2.
The husband alone has the adminis
tration of the dotal effects during the
marriage.
He alone has the right to sue those
who owe or detain the same, to collect
the fruits and interest, and to receive
repayment of capital.

Le mari seul a !'administration
biens dotaux pendant le mariage.

des

II a seul le droit d'en poursuivre Jes
debiteurs et detenteurs, d'en percevoir
Jes fruits et les interets, et de recevoir
le remboursement des capitaux.

ART. 23 5 1. In case, however, of the husband's absence or
neglect to sue for the dotal effects of the wife, she may sue for them
herself, having first been authorized by the proper judge.
RCC-2350, 2384.

Acts 1921, No. 34; 1928, No. 283.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2351.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 233 1 .

(Projet,
ment)

Same as above.

p.

296.

Amendment adopted;

no

com

Cependant en cas d'absence du mari,
ou en cas de negligence de sa part de
reclamer les biens dotaux de sa femme,
elle peut !es reclamer elle-meme, apres
s'y etre fait autoriser par justice.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 30.

-p. 329, Art. 30.

The wife may nevertheless appear in
a court of j ustice, for her dotal effects,
either when she is separated of prop
erty from her husband, or when she is
by him authorised to that effect, or on
his refusal when she is authorised by
the judge.

La femme peut cependant agir en
justice pour ses biens dotaux, soit
Iorsqu'elle est separee de biens d'avec
son mari, ou lorsqu'elle est autorisee a
cet effet par Jui, ou a son refus, par
justice.

CN 1804.

No con-esponding article.

ART. 2352. It may likewise he stipulated by the marriage
contract that the wife shall receive annually, upon her own acquit·
tances, a part of her revenue for her maintenance and personal wants.
RCC-2325, 2331, 2347, 2349.

RCC 1870, Art. 2352.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2332.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as abov e ; but comma ( ' ) after
"revenue."

II peut etre egalement convenu par
le contrat de mariage, que la femme
touchera annuellement, sur ses seules
quittances, une partie de ses revenus,
pour son entretien et ses besoins per
sonnels.
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CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 3 1 .

·P· 3 2 9 , Art. 3 1 .

S a m e a s above ; but c o m m a ( , ) after
" contract " ; no punctuation after "rev
enue."

Same as above ; but no punct uation
after "annuellement", or after "re
venus.

"

CN 1 804, Art. 1549, par. 3.
However, it may be stipulated by
the marriage contract that the wife shall
receive annually, upon her own acquit
tances, a part of her revenue for her
maintenance and her personal wants.

Cependant il peut etre convenu, par
le contrat de mariage, que la femme
touchera annuellement, sur ses seules
quittances, une partie de ses revenus
pour son entretien et ses besoins per
sonnels.

ART. 2353. The husband is not hound to give security upon
his receiving the dowry, unless he has b een bound to do so by the
marriage contract.
RCC-558, 560, 2 3 4 7 , 2 3 5 0 , 2365, 2376, 3 3 11 , 3 3 1 9, 3333.

RCC 1870, Art. 2353.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2333.

(No reference in Projet)
Le mari n'est pas tenu de fournir cau
tion pour la recept ion de la dot , s'il
n'y a pas ete assujetti par le contrat de
mariage.

Same as above.

CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 32.

-p. 329, Art 32.

Same as above .

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1550.
Same as above.

Same as above.

ART. 2354. If the dowry, or part of it, should consist in
movable effects, valued by the marriage contract without declaring
that the estimated value of the same does not constitute a sale, the
husband becomes the owner of such movable effects and owes nothing
but the estimated value of the same.
RCC-2347, 23 55, 2 3 6 7, 2 3 6 8 , 2370, 23 72.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2354.

( Same as Art. 23 5 4 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2334.

(No reference in Projet)

If the dowry, or part of it, should
consist in moveable effects, valued by
the marriage contract without declaring
that the estimated value of the same
does not constitute a sale, the husband
becomes the proprietor of such moveable
effects, and owes nothing but the estimate d value of the same.

Si la dot, o u partie de la dot, consiste en objets mobiliers mis a prix
par le contrat, sans declaration que
!'estimation n' en fait pas vente, le mari
en devient proprietaire, et n'est debiteur
que d u prix donne au mobilier.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 33.

·P· 329, Art. 33.

If the dowry or part of the dowry
should consist in moveable effects valued
by t h e marriage contract, without de
claring that the estimated value of the
same, does not constitute a sale, the
husband becomes the proprietor of said
moveable effects and owes nothing but
the estimated value of the same.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "de la dot."
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Art. 2356

CN 1 804, Art. 1 55 1 .
Same a s above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "Si la dot", or after "proprie
taire."

ART. 2 355. The ownership of dotal immovables, whether
valued or not, can never he transferred to the husband, even hy
express agreement.
RCC- 1 7 9 0, 234 7, 235 4 , 235 6 , 2360, 236 1 , 2363, 236 7 , 3523, 3524.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2355.

( Same as Art. 2355 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
( Projet, p. 296.
Amendment :t. adopted ; no comment)
The estimated value of slaves, settled
L'estimation
donnee aux
esclaves,
as dowry, does not transfer the prop
constitues en dot, n'en transporte pas
erty of the same to the husband, unless
la propriete au mari, s'il n'y a declara
there be an express declaration to that
tion expresse.
effect.
The property of dotal immoveables,
La propriete de l'immeuble dotal, es
whether valued or not, can never be
time OU non, ne peut jamais etre trans
transferred to the husband, even by ex
portee au mari, meme par stipulation
press agreement.
expresse.

CC 1825, Art. 2335.

CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 34.

-p. 329, Art. 34.

The estimated value of immoveables
or of slaves settled as a dowry, does not
transfer the property of the same to the
husband, unless there be an express dec
laration to that effect.

L'estimation donnee a l'immeuble et
aux esclaves constitues en dot, n'en
transporte p o int la propriete au mari,
s'il n'y a declaration expresse.

CN 1804, Art. 1 552.
The

estimated value of

immovables

settled as dowry does not transfer the
property of the same to the husband,
unless there be an express declaration
to that effect.

L'estimation
donnee
a l'immeuble
constitue en dot n'en transporte point
la propriete au mari, s'il n'y en a de
claration expresse.

ART. 2356. An immovable, bought with the dotal funds, is
dotal.
It is the same with respect to the immovable given in payment
of a dowry settled in money.
RCC-235 5, 235 7 et seq., 2 4 4 6 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2356.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2336.
Same

as

(Projet,
ment)

above.

p.

296.

Amendment adopted ;

no

com-

L'immeuble acquis des deniers dotaux
est dotal.
II en est de meme de l'immeuble donne
en payement de Ia dot constituee en
argent.

CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 35.

-p. 329, Art. 35.

An immoveable bought with the dotal
funds, is not a dotal object, if the con
dition of their laying out in p urchases
of estates has not been stipulated by the
'
marriage contract. It is the same with
respect to the immoveable given in pay
ment of a dowry settled in money.

L'immeuble acquis des deniers dotaux,
n'est pas dotal, si la condition de l'emploi
n'a ete stipulee par le contrat de ma
riage.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.
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Art. 2357
CN 1804, Art. 1.553.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "dotaux", or after "dotal."

Same as above.

ART. 2357. Immovables, settled as a dowry, can be alienated
or mortgaged during the marriage, neither by the husband nor the
wife, nor by both together, except as is hereinafter expressed.
RCC-732, 1 786, 1 790, 2 3 5 8 et seq., 2363, 2 3 6 4 , 2 3 84 , 2397, 2445, 2 4 4 8 ,
3300, 3 4 62.

RCC 1870, Art. 2357.*

( Same as Art. 2 3 5 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69 )

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2337.

(No reference in Projet)
Immoveables, settled as a dowry, can
Les immeubles, constitues en dot, n e
b e sold* * o r mortgaged, during the mar- peuvent etre alienes** ou hypotheques
riage, neither by the husband nor the pendant le mariage, ni par le mari, n i
wife, nor b y both together, except a s i s par l a femme, ni par les deux conjointehereinafter ·expressed.
ment, sauf les exceptions qui suivent.
CC 1 808, p. 328, Art. 36.

·P· 329, Art. 36.

Immoveables settled as a dowry, can
be sold * * or mortgaged during the mar
riage, neither by the husband, nor by the
wife, nor by both together, except as is
herein after excepted.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "immeubles."

CN 1 804, Art. 1 554.

Same as RCC 1870, Art. 23 5 7, above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "dot" ; semicolon ( ; ) after "con
jointement."

*Official edition reads "Art. 1 3 5 7."
**Note error in English translation of French text ; "sold" should be "alienated."

ART. 2358. The wife may, with the authorization of h er hus
band, or, on his refusal, with the authorization of the judge, give h er
dotal effects for the establishment of the children she may have
by a former marriage ; but if she be authorized only by the judge,
she is bound to reserve the enjoyment to her husband.
RCC-122,

227, 1 2 4 3 , 1 4 8 0 , 2 3 5 0 , 2357, 2359,

2362,

2394.

Acts 1928,

No. 283.
RCC 1870, Art. 2358.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2338.

Same as above.

(No reference in Projet)
La femme peut, avec l'autorisation de
son mari, ou, sur son refus, avec per
mission de justice, donner des biens do
taux pour l'etablissement des enfans
qu'elle aurait d'un mariage anterieur ;
mais si elle n'est autorisee que par jus
tice, elle doit reserver la jouissance au
mari.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 37.

·P· 329, Art. 37.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "may", or after "or" ; colon ( :)
after "marriage."

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "peut", or after "ou."
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Art. 2360

CN 1 804, Art. 1555.
Same as above.

. La femme peut, avec l'aut orisation de
son marl, ou, sur son refus, avec permis
sion de justice, donner ses biens dotaux
pour l'etablissement des enfans qu'elle
aurait d'un mariage anterieur; mais si
elle n'est autorisee que par justice, elle
doit reserver la juoissance a son mari.

ART. 2359. She may likewise, with the authorization of her
husband, give her dotal effects for the establishment of their common
children.
RCC-227, 1888, 2350, 2357, 2358.

Acts 1928, No. 283.

RCC 1870, Art. 2359.
Same as above.

cc 1825, Art. 2339.

( No reference in Projet )

Same as above.

Elle peut aussi, avec l'autorisation de
son mari, donner des biens dotaux pour
l'etablissement de leurs enfans communs.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 38.

·P· 329, Art. 38.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "likewise."

Elle peut aussi avec l'autorisat ion de
son mari donner ses biens dotaux pour
l'etablissement de leurs enfans communs.

CN 1804, Art. 1556.
Same as above.

Same as above; but comma ( , ) after
"aussi", and after "mari."

ART. 2360. Immovables, settled as dowry, may he alienated
with the wife's consent, when the alienation of the same has been
allowed by the marriage contract ; hut their value must he reinvested
in other immovables.
RCC-1901, 2325, 2355, 235 7 , 236 1 , 2363, 2426, 3300, 3319, 3524.

RCC 1870, Art. 2360.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2340.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 297.
Amendment :j: adopted ; no com
ment )
L'immeuble dotal peut etre aliene
avec le consentement de la femme,
lorsque !'alienation en a ete permise
par le contrat de mariage ; mais il doit
etre fait remploi de sa valeur en un
autre ou d'autres immeubles.

CC 1808, p. 328, Art. 39.

·P· 329, Art. 39.

Immoveables settled as a dowry may
be sold,* when the sale * * of the same
has been allowed by the marriage con
tract.

L'immeuble dotal peut etre aliene, *
lorsque !'alienation * * en a ete permise
par le contrat de mariage.

CN 1804, Art. 1557.
Immovables set tled as dowry may
be alienated when the alienation of the
same has been allowed by the marriage
contract.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "aliene."

�

*Note error in English translation of French text; "sold" should be "a iena�ed."
* *Note error in English translation of French text ; "sale" should be "alienation."
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ART. 2361. The. dotal immovables may be likewise sold with
the authorization of the judge, at public a uction, after three a dver·
tisements or publications in the usual places or in the newspapers,
for the purpose of liberating from jail either husband or wife ; of
supplying the family with alimony, in the cases provided for under
the titl e : Of Father and Child; of paying the debts of the wife or
of those who settled the dowry, when such debts are of a c ertain
date prior to the marriage contract ; or for the purpose of making
heavy repairs indispensably necessary for the preservation of the
immovable settled as a dowry ; and in fine, when the immovable is
held undivided with the third person, and the same is ascertained
not to he susceptible of being divided.
In all such cases, what remains unemployed, out of the pro·
ceeds of the sale, above the necessities which have been the occasion
of the sale, shall remain dotal effects, and shall be laid out as such
for the benefit of the wife.
R C C-230 et seq., 2 4 0 e t seq., 571, 5 7 2 , 1 1 1 7 , 1 2 89, 1339, 1 7 8 6 ,
2 3 5 5 , 2 3 5 7 , 2363, 2 3 6 7 , 2 4 4 6 , 2 6 0 1 et seq., 3524, 3 5 5 6 ( 4 ) .

RCC 1 870, Art. 2361 .

1 8 69,

( Same as Art. 2361 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 69)

Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2341.

(No reference in Projet)

Such immoveable may be likewise sold,
with the authorization of the judge, at
public auction, after three advertisements or publications in the usual places
or in the newspapers, for the purpose
of liberating from jail either husband or
wife ; of supplying the family with food,
in the cases provided for under the title
of father and child; of paying the debts
of the wife or of those who settled the
dowry, when such debts are of a certain
date prior to the marriage contract; or
for the purpose of making heavy repairs
indispe nsably necessary for the preservation of the immoveables settled as a
dowry ; and in fine, when the immoveable is held undivided with a third
person, and the same is ascertained
not to be susceptible of being divided.
In all such cases, what remains unem
ployed, out of the proceeds of the sale,
above the necessities which have been
the occasion of the sale, shall remain
dotal effects, and shall be laid out as
such t o the benefit of the wife.

L'immeuble dotal peut etre encore
aliene avec l'autorisation de justice aux
encheres, apres trois affiches ou publica
tions aux lieux accoutumes, ou dans les
papiers p ublics, pour tirer de prison le
mari ou l a femme ; pour fournir des
alimens a la famille dans les cas prevus
au titre des peres et des enfans; pour
payer les dettes de la femme ou de
ceux qui ont constitue la dot, lorsque
les dettes ont une date certaine ante
rieure au c o ntrat de mariage ; pour faire
de grosses reparations indispensables
pour la conservation de l'immeuble do
ta! ; et enfin lorsque cet immeuble se
trouve indivis avec des tiers, et qu'il
est reconnu impartageable.

CC 1808, p. 330, Art. 40.

·p. 331, Art. 40.

Such immo veable may be likewise
sold with the authorisation of the judge,
at public auction, after three advertise
ments o r publications, in the usual places
or in the newspapers, for the purpose
of liberating from jail either husband
or wife ; of supplying the family with
food in the cases provided for under
the title of father and child; of paying
the debts of the wife, or of those who
settled the dowry, when said debts are

L'immeuble dotal peut etre encore
aliene, avec autorisation de justice, aux
encheres, apres trois affiches ou publica
tions aux lieux accoutumes, ou dans
!es papiers publics, pour tirer de prison
le ruari ou la femme; pour fournir des
alimens a la famille dans !es cas prevus
au titre des peres et des enfans; pour
payer les dettes de la femme ou de
ceux qui o n t constitue la dot, lorsque
les dettes ont une date certaine ante-

Dans tous ces cas l'excedent d u prix
de la vente audessus des besoins, restera
dotal, et il en sera fait emploi comme
tel au profit de la femme.
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of a certain date prior to the marriage
contract ; or for the purpose of making
heavy repairs indispensably necessary
for the preservation of the immoveables
settled as a dowry ; and in fine when
said immoveable is held undivided with
a third person and the same is ascer
tained not susceptible of being divided.
In all such cases what remains unim
ployed [unemployed] out of the proceeds
of said sale, above the necessities which
have been the occasion of the sale, shall
remain dotal effects, and shall be laid
out as such in purchase of estate to
the benefit of the wife.

Art. 2363

rieure au contrat de mariage ; pour faire
de grosses reparations indispensables
pour la conservation de l'immeuble
<lotal ; et en fin, lorsque cet immeuble
se trouve indivis avec des tiers, et qu'il
est reconnu impartageable.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but
comma (,) after "cas", and after "tel."

CN 1804, Art. 1558.

The dotal immovable may likewise
be sold with the permission of the
judge, and at public auction, after three
advertisements,
For the purpose of liberating from
jail either husband or wife ;
Of supplying the family with food
in the cases provided for by Articles 203,
205, and 206, under the title Of Mar

L'immeuble dotal peut encore etre
aliene avec permission de justice, et
aux encheres, apres trois affiches,

Of paying the debts of the wife or of
those who settled the dowry, when these
debts are of a certain date prior to the
marriage contract;
Of making heavy repairs indispensably
necessary for the preservation of the
immovable settled as dowry ;
In fine, when the immovable is held
undivided with a third person, and the
same is ascertained not to be susceptible
of being divided.
Par. 7 same as par. 2, above ; RCC
1870 preferred.

Pour payer Jes dettes de la femme ou
de ceux qui ont constitue la dot, lorsque
ces dettes ont une date certaine ante
rieure au contrat de mariage ;
Pour faire de grosses reparations in
dispensables pour la conservation de
l'immeuble dotal;
Enfin lorsque cet immeuble se trouve
indivis avec des tiers, et qu'i! est recon
nu impartageable.

riage;

Pour tirer de prison le mari ou la
femme ;
Pour fournir des alimens a la famille
dans !es cas prevus par !es articles 2 03,
205 et 206, au titre d:u Mariage;

Dans tous ces cas, l'excedant [l'exce
dentl du prix de la vente au-dessus des
besoins reconnus restera dotal, et il en
sera fait emploi comme tel au profit
de la femme.

ART. 2362. The wife may also mortgage, or otherwise incum
ber her dotal property in the cases mentioned in the fifth chapter of
the title : Of Husband and Wife, by complying with the formalities
therein required.
RCC-126 et seq., 2 3 5 8.
RCC 1870, Art. 2362.

Acts 1928, No. 283.

RS-1713 et seq.

( Same as Art. 2362 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)

Same as above.
CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1.804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2363. If, except as above expressed, the wife or h�sband,
or both jointly, alienate the dotal estate, the �ife or her heirs may
.
cause the alienation to be set aside after the d1ssolut10n of the mar·
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riage ; and no prescription shall run, during the marriage, in bar
of this right. The wife shall have the same right, after the separation
of property.
3542.

R C C-134, 1790, 2 2 2 1 , 2 2 72, 2355, 2 3 5 8 et seq., 2 367, 2430, 2 4 5 2 , 3524,
Acts 1928, No. 2 8 3 .

RCC 1 870, Art. 2363.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2342.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 297. A mendment i adopted ; com
ment by redactors)
Si, hors Ies cas d'exception qui vien
nent d'etre expliques, Ia femme ou le
mari, ou tous Ies deux conjointement,
alienent le fonds dotal, la femme ou
ses heritiers pourront faire revoquer
!'alienation, apres la dissolution du ma
riage, sans qu'on puisse leur opposer au
cune prescription pendant sa dure e ; la
femme aura le meme droit apres la
separation de biens.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 4 1 .

-p. 331, Art. 41.

If, except as above excepted, the
wife o r husband or both jointly sell
the dotal estate, the wife or her heirs
may cause said sale to be set aside,
after the dissolution of the marriage
and n o prescription shall run during
the m arriage in bar of this right.
The wife shall have the same right
after a separation of property.
The husband himself may cause to be
annulled the sale during the marriage,
but in that case, he remains however
bound for the damages and losses of
the purchaser, if he has not declared
in the deed of sale, that the estate thus
sold was a dowry estate. ( Par. 3 sup
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors ; s e e comment, Projet, p. 2 9 7 )

Par. 1 same as above ; but no punc
tuation after "Si."

Le mari lui-meme pourra faire re
voquer !'alienation pendant le mariage,
en demeurant neanmoins sujet aux dom
mages et interets de I'acheteur, s'il n'a
pas declare dans le contrat que le bien
vendu etait dotal. (Par. 2 suppressed
on recommendation of redactors ; see
comment, Projet, p. 297)

C N 1804, Art. 1 560.

Same as above.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"Si" ; colon ( :) after "duree" ; no punc
tuation after "pourront faire revoquer
I' alienation."

ART. 2 364. Dotal immovables not declared alienable by the
marriage contract, are imprescriptihle during the marriage ; they
become prescriptible after the separation of property.
R C C-155, 2363, 2425, 3 4 79, 3497, 352 1, 3 5 2 3 et seq.

RCC 1 8 7 0, Art. 2364.

(Same as Art. 2 3 6 4 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
( Projet, p. 297. Amendment amended in French
text and adopted ; comment by redactors)
Immoveables, which are a part of the
Les immeubles dotaux, non declares
dowry, and which are not declared by alienables par le contrat de mariage,
the marriage contract liable to be alien- sont imprescriptibles pendant le mariage.
ated, are imprescriptible during the marIls deviennent prescriptibles apres la
riage ; they become prescriptible after separation d e biens.
the separation of goods.
CC 1825, Art. 2343.
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Art. 2366

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 42.

-p. 331, Art. 42.

Immoveables which are a part of the
dowry, and which are not declared lfable
to be sold* by the marriage contr'lct,
are imprescriptible during the marriage,
unless the prescription began before.
They become prescriptible after the sep
aratio n of the goods and chattels, what
ever be the time at which the prescrip
tion began.

Les immeubles dotaux non d eclares
alienables* par le contrat de mariage,
sont imprescriptibles pendant le mariage,
a moins que la prescription n'ait com
mence auparavant.
Ils deviennent prescriptibles apres la
separation des biens, quelque [ quelle
quel soit l'epoque a laquelle Ia prescrip
tion a commence.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 561.
Immovables which are a part of the
dowry, and which are not declared liable
to be alienated by the marriage contract,
are imprescriptible during the marriage,
unless the prescription began before.
Nevertheless they become prescrip
tible after the separation of property,
whatever be the time at which the pre
scription began.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.

Ils deviennent neanmoins prescrip
tibles apres Ia separation de biens, quelle
que soit l'epoque a laquelle la prescrip
tion a commence.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "sold" should be "alienated."

ART. 2365. With respect to the effects of the dowry, the
husband is subject to all the obligations of the usufructuary.
RCC-550, 557 et seq., 5 9 1 , 2370, 2376.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2365.

( Same as Art. 2365 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2344.

(Projet, p. 297.
by redactors)

Amendment adopted ; comment

With respect to all the effects of the
dowry, the husband is subject to all the
obligations of the usufructuary.

Le marl est tenu, a l'egard des biens
dotaux, de toutes les obligations de
l'usufruitier.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 43.

-p. 331, Art. 43.

With respect to all the effects of the
dowry, the husband is subject to all
the obligations of the usufructuary. He
is answerable for all prescriptions in
curred and deteriorations which have
happened by his neglect.

Le mari est tenu a l'egard des biens
dotaux de toutes les obligations de
l'usufruitier ;
il est responsable
de
toutes prescriptions acquises et d ete
riorations surven ues par sa negligence.

CN 1 8 04, Art. 1562.
Same as above; but comma (,) after
"dotaux" ;
period
(.)
after "l'usu
fruitier."

Same as above.

ART. 2366. If the dowry he likely to he lost, the wife may
sue for a separation of property, as will be explained hereafter.
RCC-2381, 2425 et seq., 2430.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2366.

�

( Same as Art. 2366 of Propo ed Revision of 1 869)

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2345.

(No reference in Projet)

If the dowry be exposed likely to
be lost, the wife may sue for a separation of goods and chattels, as will
be explained hereafter.

Si la dot est mise en peril, Ia femme
peut poursuivre la separation de biens,
ainsi qu'il sera explique ci-apres.
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-p. 3 3 1. Art. 44.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 44.

Same as above.

If the dowry be likely to be lost, the
wife may sue for a separation of goods
and chattels, as will be explained here
after.
CN 1 804, Art. 1563.

Si la dot est mise en peril, la femme
peut p oursuivre la separation de biens,
ainsi qu'il est <lit aux articles 1 443 et
suivans.

If the dowry be likely to be lost,
the wife may sue for a separation of
property, as is stated in Articles 1443
and following.

ART. 2367. If the dowry consists of immovables, or if it con
sists of movables not valued by the marriage contract, or valued with
the declaration that the valuation is not intended to divest the wife
of her property in the same, the husband or his heirs may he com
pelled to restore the same without delay, after the dissolution of the
marriage.
RCC-136, 2354, 2 3 5 5 , 2363, 2368, 2372, 2 373, 2376, 3319.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2367.

(Same as Art. 2367 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
If the dowry consists of immoveables
Si la dot consiste en immeubles ou
or slaves, or if it consists of moveables en esclaves ; ou si elle consiste en meu
not valued by the marriage contract, or bles non estimes par le contrat de ma
valued with a declaration that the val- riage, ou bien mis a prix avec declara
uation is not intended to divest the wife tion que !'estimation n'en ote pas la pro
of her property in the same, the hus- priete a la femme, le mari ou ses heri
band or his heirs may be compelled to tiers peuvent etre contraints de la res
restore the same without delay, after tituer sans delai, apres Ia dissolution
the dissolution of the marriage.
du mariage.
CC 1 825, Art. 2346.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 45.

·P·

If the dowry consists of immoveables

or slaves ; or if it consists of moveables
not valued by the marriage contract,
or valued with a declaration that said
valuation is not intended to divest the
wife of her property in the same, the
husband or his heirs may be compelled
to restore the same without delay, after
the dissolution of the marriage.

331, Art. 45.

Same as above ; but semicolon ( ; )
after " d e mariage", and after "femme" ;
comma ( , ) after "prix", and after "de
claration."

CN 1 804, Art. 1564.

Same as RCC 1870, Art. 2 367, above.

Si la dot consiste en immeubles,
Ou en meubles non estimes par le con
trat de mariage, OU bien mis a prix,
avec declaration que !'estimation n'en
ote pas la propriete a la femme,
Le mari OU ses heritiers peuvent etre
contraints de I a restituer sans delai,
apres la dissolution du mariage.

ART. 2368. Should the dowry consist of a sum of money,
or movables valued by the marriage contract without a declaration
that the estimated value is not intended to convey the property of
the same to the husband, the restitution o f the same can not b e en
forced, until one year after the dissolution.
RCC-136, 2354, 2360, 2367, 2372.
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Art. 2369

RCC 1870, Art. 2368.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2347.

( No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

Si la dot consiste en une somme
d'argent, ou en meubles mis a prix
par le contrat, sans declaration que
!'estimation n'en rend pas le mari pro
prietaire, la restitution n'en peut etre
exigee qu'un an apres la dissolution.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 46.

-p. 331, Art. 46.

Should the dowry consist of a sum of
money, or of moveables valued by the
marriage contract, without a declaration
that the estimated value is not intended
to convey the property of the same to
the husband, the restitution of the same
cannot be enforced until one year after
the dissolution.

Same as above ; but semicolon
after "d'argent."

( ;)

CN 1804, Art. 1 565.

Same as above.

Si elle consiste en une somme d'ar
gent,
Ou en meubles mis a prix par le
contrat, sans declaration que !'estima
tion n'en rend pas le mari proprie�
taire,
La restitution n'en peut etre exigee
qu'un an apres la dissolution.

ART. 2369. If any of the immovables,* the ownership of
which is vested in the wife, have perished or** grown worse by use,
and without any neglect on the part of the husband, he shall he
hound to restore only such as may remain, and in the situation in
which they are ; nevertheless, the wife may, in all cases, take hack
her linen, clothing and jewels, in her actual use, under the obligation
of accounting for their value, when such linen, clothes and jewels,
have been, in the first instance, settled with estimation.
RCC-23 38, 2 347, 2370, 2 4 16.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2369.

( Same as Art. 2 3 6 9 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
Si Jes meubles* et les esclaves, dont
If any of the immoveables* and slaves,
la propriete reste a la femme, ont * *
the property of which is vested in the
deperi par !'usage et sans la faute du
wife, have perished or'� " grown worse
mari, ii ne sera tenu de rendre que
by use, and without any neglect on th e
ceux qui resteront, et dans l'etat oil ils
part of the husband, he shall be bound
se trouveront.
to restore only such as may remain, and
Neanmoins la femme pourra, dans
in the situation in which they are ; nevertheless, the wife may in all cases, take tous Jes cas, retirer ses linges, hardes
et bijoux a son usage actuel, sauf a
back her linen, clothing, and jewels, in
precompter de leur valeur, lorsque ces
her actual use, under the obligation of
linges, hardes et bijoux ont ete cons
accounting for their value, when such
titues avec estimation.
linen, clothes, and jewels, have been, in
the first instance, settled with estimation.
CC 1 825, Art. 2348.

-p. 33 1, Art. 47.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 47.

If any of the immoveables* and slaves
whose property is vested in the wife,

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
punctuation after "esclaves."
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have perished or** grown worse by use
and without any neglect on the part of
the husband, he shall be bound to restore
only such as may remain and in the
situation in which they are ; neverthe
less the wife may in all cases take back
her linen, cloathing [clothing] and jewels
in her actual use, under the obligation
of accounting for their valu e , especially
when said linen, cloathes [clothes] and
jewels have been in the first instance
settle d with estimation.

Et neanmoins la femme pourra dans
tous les cas, retirer ses linges, hardes
et bijoux a son usage actuel, sauf a
precompter de leur valeur, lorsque ces
linges, hardes et bijoux ont ete prin
cipalement [primitivementJ c onstitues
avec estimation.

CN 1 804, Art. 1566.

If any of the movables the ownership
of which is vested in the wife have
grown worse by use and without any
neglect on the part of the husband, he
shall b e bound to restore only such as
may remain, and in the situation in
which they are.
And nevertheless the wife may, in all
cases, take back the linen and clothing
in her actual use, under the obligation
of accounting for their value when such
linen and clothing have been in the
first instance settled with estimation.

Si les meubles dont la propriete reste
a la femme ont deperi par !'usage et

sans la faute du mari, ii ne sera tenu
de rendre que ceux qui resteront, et
dans l'etat oil ils se trouveront.
Et neanmoins la femme pourra, dans
tous !es cas, retirer !es linges e t hardes
a son usage actuel, sauf a precompter
leur valeur lorsque ces linges et hardes
auront ete primitivement constitues
avec estimation.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "immovables" should be
"movables."
* * "Perished or" has no counterpart in French text.

ART. 2370. If the dowry includes bonds* or credits which
could not he** recovered, whether owing to the insolvency of the
debtors, or otherwise, hut not owing to the fault or neglect of the
husband, he shall not he answerable for the consequences, and shall
be hound only to restore the instruments or vouchers upon which
the credits are grounded.
RCC-2354, 2365, 2 3 6 9.
RCC 1870, Art. 2370.

( Same as Art. 2370 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
(No reference in Projet)
If the dowry includes bonds* and
Si la dot comprend des obligations*
credits which could not be** recovered, ou creances qui n'ont pas ete * * re
couvrees, soit par insolvabilite des de
whether owing to the insolvency of the
debtors, or otherwise, but not owing to biteurs ou autrement, mais non par la
the fault or neglect of the husband, he faute ou la negligence du mari, il ne
shall not be answerable for the conse- sera point tenu de ce defaut de re
quences, and shall be bound only to couvrement, et en sera quitte e n resti
restore the deeds or vouchers upon which tuant les c ontrats ou titres de creances.
the debt is grounded.
CC 1 825, Art. 2349.

CC 1 808, p. 330, Art. 48.

-p. 3 3 1 , Art. 48.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "debtors", or after "consequences."

Si la dot comprend des obligations,*
ou creances qui n'ont pu etre recouvrees,
soit par l'insolvabilite des debiteurs ou
autrement, mais non par la faute ou la
negligence du mari, ii ne sera point tenu
de ce defaut de recouvrement, et en
sera quitte en restituant !es c ontrats
ou titres de creances.
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CN 1 804, Art. 1567.
If the dowry includes obligations or
annuities which have become valueless,
or have suffered losses which could not
be imputed to the neglect of the hus
band, he shall not be bound therefor,
and he shall be bound only to restore
the contracts.

Si la dot comprend des obligations
ou constitutions de rente qui ont peri,
ou souffert des retranchemens qu'on ne
puisse imputer a la negligence du mari,
il n'en sera point tenu, et il en sera
quitte en restituant les contrats.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "bonds" should be "obli
gations."
* *Note error in English translation of French text ; "could not be" should be
"have not been.''

ART. 2371. If a dowry consists of a usufruct, the husband
or his heirs, at the time of the dissolution of the marriage, are hound
only to return the right of the usufruct, and not the profits* which
accrue d during the marriage.
R C C-498, 5 1 6, 5 1 7 , 5 3 3 , 547, 2 3 65.

RCC 1870, Art. 2371.

( Same as Art. 2371 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2350.

(No reference in Projet)

If a dowry consists of usufruct, the
husband or his heirs, at the time of the
dissolution of the marriage, are bound
only to return the right of the usufruct,
and not the profits* which accrued during
the marriage.

Si un usufruit a ete constitue en dot,
le mari ou ses heritiers ne sont obliges,
a la dissolution du mariage, que de res
tituer le droit d'usufruit, et non les
fruits* echus durant le mariage.

CC 1808, p. 332, Art. 49. * *

·P· 333, Art. 49.

Same as above.

Same as above.

CN 1804, Art. 1568.
If a dowry consists of a usufruct,
husband or his heirs, at the time
the dissolution of the marriage,
bound only to return the right of
usufruct, and not the fruits which
crued during the marriage.

Same as above.

the
of
are
the
ac-

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "profits" should be "fruit.a."
"' * Official edition reads "Art. 5 9."

ART. 2372. If the dowry consists, in whole or in part, of
herds or flocks, not valued i n the marriage contract, or valued with
a declaration that the estimated value does not deprive the wife of
her property in the same, the husband shall he bound only to deliver
such proportion of the increase or young, proceeding from such
Bocks and herds during the marriage, as shall he necessary to com
plete the whole number of head of cattle that he originally received.
RCC-2354, 2367, 2368.

RCC 1870, Art. 2372.

( Same as Art. 2372 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2351, par. 1.

( No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but "increase" misspelled "increased."

Si la dot consistait, en tout ou en
partie, en troupeaux non estimes dans
le contrat de mariage, OU bien mis a
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prix avec declaration que !'estimation
n'en ote pas Ia propriete a la femme,
le mari ne sera tenu de remettre le croit,
ou les p etits qui auront pu naitre des
dits troupeaux durant le mariage, que
jusqu'a concurrence du nombre qui sera
necessaire pour remplacer les tetes d'ani
maux qui pourront manquer sur ceux
qu'il aura re1;us.

CC 1 808, p. 332, Art. 50, par. 1 .

-p. 3 3 3 , Art. 50, par. 1.

If the dowry consists in whole or in
part of herds or flocks not valued in
the marriage contract, or valued with
a declaration that the said estimated
value does not deprive the wife of her
property in the same, the husband shall
be bound only to deliver such proportion
of the increased [increase] or young
proceeding from said flocks and herds
during the marriage as shall be neces
sary to complete the whole number of
head of cattle that he originally re
ceived.

Same as above; but "re1;us" misspelled
"re�u" ; comma (,) after "en trou
peaux", after "declaration", and after
"desdits troupeaux."

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2373. If the marriage has lasted ten years, since the
time at which the payment of the dowry became due, the wife or
her heirs may claim the same from the husband after the dissolution
of the marriage without being bound to prove that the husband has
received it, unless the husband shall satisfactorily prove that he has
uselessly done every thing in his power to obtain the payment of
the same.
This responsibility of the husband does not hold, when the wife
herself has promised the dowry, for in such case neither she nor
. her h eirs could claim what she has not paid.
RCC-2341, 2346, 2 3 48, 2350, 2367 et seq., 2374.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2373.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2352.

(No reference in Projet)
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
Si le mariage a dure dix ans, depuis
"of the marriage."
l'echeanc e des termes pris pour le paye
ment de la dot, la femme ou ses heri
tiers p ourront la repeter contre le mari,
apres la dissolution du mariage, sans
etre tenus de prouver qu'il l'a re1;ue, a
moins qu'il ne justifiat de diligences,
inutilement par lui faites, pour s'en pro
curer le payement.
Cette responsabilite du mari ne s' i!tend
pas au cas oil ce serait Ia femme elle
meme qui eilt promis la dot; car, en ce
cas, elle ou ses heritiers ne seraient pas
fondes a repeter ce qu'elle n'aurait
pas paye.
CC 1 808, p. 332, Art. S 1 .

·p. 333, Art. 5 1 .

I f the marriage has lasted ten years
since the time at which the payment

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"dot, la femme", after "responsabilite",
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of the dowry became due, the wife or
her heirs may claim the same from
the husband after the dissolution of
marriage, without being bound t o prove
that the husband has received it, unless
the husband should satisfactorily prove
that he has uselessly done every thing
in his power to obtain the payment of
the same.
This responsibility of the husband
does not hold when the wife herself has
promised the dowry, for in such a case,
neither she or [nor] her heirs could
claim what she had not paid.

Art.

2374

after "du mari", and after "au cas" ;
no punctuation after "car."

CN 1804, Art. 1569.
Same as par.

1, above.

Same as par. 1, above; but no punc
tuation after "ans", after "femme'',
after "mari", after "diligences",
or
after "faites."

ART. 2374. If the marriage be dissolved by the death of the
wife, the interests and profits* of the dowry to be returned, run of
right to the benefit of her heirs, from the day of the dissolution.
If it be by the death of her husband, the wife has her choice
either to claim the interests of her dowry during the year of mourning,
or to claim a sustenance t o he taken out o f the succession of her
husband. But in both cases, she has a right during that year, to
be supplied with habitation and mourning dresses out of the suc
cession, which charges shall not be deducted out of the interests
due to her.
RCC-1935, 1936, 2346, 2 3 73, 2 3 82, 2422, 2924, 3252.
J<CC 1 870, Art. 2374.
Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2353.

( N o reference in Projet)
Si le mariage est dissous par la mort
de Ia femme, l'interet et Jes fruits * de
Ia dot a restituer courent de plein droit
au profit de ses Mritiers, depuis le j our
de Ia dissolution.
Si c'est par la mort du mari, la femme
a le choix d'exiger les interets de sa dot
pendant l'an de deuil, ou de se faire
fournir des alimens aux depens de la
succession de son mari; mais, dans les
deux cas, !'habitation durant cette annee
et Jes habits de deuil doivent Jui etre
fournis sur la succession, et sans im
putation sur !es interets a elle dus.

Same as above.

CC 1808, p. 332, Art. 52.

·p. 333, Art. 52.

Par. 1, same as par. 1, abov e ; but no
punctuation after "heirs."
If it be by the death of her husband,
the wife has her choice either to claim
the interests of her dowry during the
year of mourning, or to claim a sus
tenance to be taken out of the succession
of her husband.-But in both cases, she
has a right during that year to be sup-

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
comma (,) after "restituer."
Si c'est par la mort du mari, la femme
a le choix d'exiger !es interets de sa dot
pendant l'an de deuil, ou de se faire
fournir des alimens aux depens de la suc
cession du mari; mais dans !es deux cas,
!'habitation durant cette annee et les
habits de deuil, doiv1,mt lui etre fournis
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plied with habitation and mourning
dresses out of the succession, which said
charges shall not be deducted out of
the interests due to her.

sur la succession, et sans imputation sur
les interets a elle dus.

CN 1 804, Art. 1570.
If the marriage be dissolved by the
death of the wife, the interests and
fruits of the dowry to be returned, run
of right to the benefit of her heirs,
from the day of the dissolution.
If it be by the death of her husband,
the wife has her choice either to claim
the interests of her dowry during the
year of mourning, or to claim suste
nance during such time to b e taken out
of the succession of her husband ; but
in both cases, she has a right to be
supplied with habitation and mourning
dresses out of the succession, which
charges shall not be deducted out of the
interests due to her.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but no
punctuation after "restituer", or after
"heritiers."

Si c'est par la mort du mari, la femme
a le choix d'exiger les interets de sa dot
pendant l'an du deuil, ou de se faire
fournir des alimens pendant ledit temps
aux depens de la succession du mari ;
mais, dans les deux cas, !'habitation du
rant cette annee, et les habits de deuil,
doivent lui etre fournis sur la succes
sion, et sans imputation sur les interets
a elle dus.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "profits" should be "fruits."

ART. 2375. If the lease, which the husband has granted of
the dotal immovable, has more than a year to run at the dissolution
of the marriage, it shall he dissolved at the end of a year from the
dissolution, if the lessee does not prefer to quit sooner the property
rented.
RCC-2681, 2730.

RCC 1870, Art. 2375.

(Same as

Art. 2375 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.

CC 1.825, Art. 2354.

(Projet, p. 298.

If the lease, which the husband has
granted of the dotal immoveable, has
more than a year to run, at the dissolution of the marriage, it shall be released
at the end of a year from the dissolution, if the lessee does not prefer to
quit sooner the property rented.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1.804.

No corresponding article.

Addition t adopted; no comment)

Si le bail que le mari a fait de l'immeuble dotal, avait encore plus d'une
annee a courir, au moment de l a disso
lution d u mariage, ii sera resolu au bout
d'un an a compter de cette dissolution,
si mieux n'aime le locataire ou fermier
delaisser le fonds loue.

ART. 2376. The wife has a legal mortgage on the immovables,
and a privilege on the movables of her husband, to wit :
1. For the restitution of her dowry, as well as for the replacing
of her dotal effects which she brought at the time of her marriage,
and which were alienated by her husband,* and this from the time
of the celebration of the marriage.
2. For the restitution or the replacing of the dotal effects,
which she acquired during the marriage, either by succession or by
donation, from the day when such succession devolved to her, or such
donation began to have its effect.
RCC-130, 2350, 2 3 5 3 , 2365, 2367, 2377 e t seq., 2390, 3095, 3191, 3215,
3252, 3 254, 33 12, 3313, 3 3 19, 3329, 3330, 3332, 3 333, 3 338, 3349, 3523.
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Art. 2377

RCC 1870, Art. 2376.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2355.

(Projet, p. 298. Amendment amended in French
text and adopted; no c omment)
Same as above ; but semicolon ( ;)
La femme a une hypotheque legale
after "of the marriage."
sur les biens-immeubles, ou [et] un
privilege sur les biens-meubles de son
mari, savoir :
1. Pour la restitution de sa dot, ou
pour le remploi des biens dotaux qu'elle
a apportes lors de son mariage, * et ce,
a compter du jour de la celebration du
mariage ;
2. Pour la restitution, ou pour le
remploi des biens dotaux qu'elle a acquis
durant le mariage, par succession ou do
nation, et ce, du jour oil la succession
s'est ouverte en sa faveur, ou du jour
que la donation a eu son effet.
CC 1808, p. 332, Art. 53, par. 1 & subds.
1 -3.

The wife has a tacit mortgage on
the estate of her husband, to wit:
lstly. For the restitution of her dowry
as well as for the replacing of her dotal
effects which she brought at the time of
her marriage, and which were alienated
by her husband,* and this from the time
of the celebration of the said marriage.
2dly. For the restitution or the replac
ing of the dotal effects which she ac
quired during the marriage, either by
succession or donation, from the day
when such succession devolved to her or
such donation began to have its effect.
3dly. For the indemnification of the
debts to which she bound herself jointly
with her husband, as well as for the
replacing of her hereditary effects alien
ated, from the day when such obligation
or sale was executed. (Subd. 3 sup
pressed on recommendation of redactors ;
see comment, Projet, p. 298)
C N 1 804.

-p. 333, Art. 53, par. 1 & aubda. 1 -3.

La femme a une hypotheque tacite
sur les biens de son mari, savoir:
1. Pour la restitution de la dot, ou
pour le remploi des biens dotaux qu'elle
a apportes lors de son mariage, * et ce,
a compter du jour de la celebration dudit
mariage ;
2 . Pour la restitution, o u pour le
remploi des biens dotaux qu'elle a acquis
durant le mariage, soit par succession
ou donation, et ce, du jour ou la suc
cession s'est ouverte en sa faveur, ou du
jour que la donation a eu son effet ;
3. Pour l'indemnite des dettes qu'elle
a contractees avec son mari, ainsi que
pour le remploi de ses biens propres
alienes, du jour de l'obligation ou de la
vente. (Subd. 3 suppressed on recom
mendation of redactors; see comment,
Projet, p. 298)

No corresponding article.

•"And which were alienated by her husband" has no counterpart in French text.

ART. 2 377. The privilege granted by the preceding article
can not in any case extend to immovables, and can never affect the
rights of creditors, whose mortgage is prior to that of the wife.
RCC-2376, 3186, 3 19 1, 3215, 3282, 33 11, 3 3 1 9 , 3329, 3338, 3341, 3349.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2377.

Same as above.
( Projet, p. 298. Substitution adopted; no comment)
Le privilege, accorde par !'article pre
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
cedent, ne peut en aucun cas s'etendre
"article."
aux immeubles, et ne peut jamais af
fecter les droits des creanciers dont
l'hypothiique est anterieure a celle de
la femme.
CC 1825, Art. 2356.
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CC 1 808, p. 332, Art. 53, last par.

-p. 3 3 3 , Art. 53, last par.

Therefore the privilege which was al
lowed to wives by the ancient laws of
this country, with respect to their dowry,
and which caused them to be preferred
to the creditors having a mortgage even
anterior to their marriage, is hereby
repealed for all and every marriage
whic h shall be contracted after the pro
mulgation of this code. ( Suppressed on
recommendation of redactors ; see com
ment, Projet, p. 298)

En consequence, le privilege qui etait
accorde aux femmes mariees p a r !es an
ciennes lois du pays, relativement a leur
dot, et qui les faisait preferer aux cre
anciers hypothecaires, meme a nterieurs
a leur mariage, est, et demeure aboli
pour tout mariage qui se contractera
apres la promulgation du present code.
(Suppressed on recommendation of re
dactors ; see comment, Projet, p . 298)

CN 1.804, Art. 1572.
L a femme e t ses heritiers n'ont point
de privilege pour la repetition de la dot
sur !es creanciers anterieurs a elle en
hypotheque.

The wife and her heirs have no privi
lege for the recovery of the dowry as
against creditors having a prior mort
gage.

ART. 2378. When by marriage contract, the parties, b eing of
age, shall agree that the legal mortgage of the wife shall exist only
on one or more immovables belonging to the husband, the immovables
and other property not included therein, shall remain free and
released from the legal mortgage of the wife. It shall not be lawful
to stipulate that no mortgage whatever shall exist in favor of the
wife for the dotal rights.
RCC-2376, 2379, 2 3 80, 2390, 3319, 3333, 3 3 3 8 et seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2378.
Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2 3 7 8 of Proposed Revision of 1 869 ;
same as Acts 1824, p. 1 68, §8, and Acts 1 855, No

249, u ms § § 1 7 0 6 , 2 429 1 )

C C 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2379. During the marriage, the husband may, with the
consent of his wife, if she be of age, b e authorized by the judge,
with the advice of five of the nearest relations of the wife, or friends,
for want of relations, to mortgage, specially for the preservation of
his wife's rights, the immovables which he shall designate ; and then,
the surplus of his property shall he free from any legal mortgage in
favor of his wife.
RCC-2378, 2380, 3 3 3 3 , 3338, 3339.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2379.
Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2 3 7 9 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as Acts 1824, p. 170, §9, and Acts 1 855, No.
249, §2 ms § § 1707, 24301 >

( Projet, p. 298. Addition amended and adopted;
no comment)
The husband may, at any time, release
Le mari a, en tout temps, la faculte
the mass of his property from this legal
de degager la masse de ses biens de
mortgage, by giving a special mortgage,
cette hypotheque legale, en fournissant
to the satisfaction of a family meeting une hypotheque speciale, a la satisfac
consisting of the relations or friends of
tion d'une assemblee de famille, com
his wife, as provided for in the title
posee de parens ou amis de la femme,
of mortgages.
ainsi qu'il est etabli au titre des hy-

CC 1 825, Art. 2357.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

potheques.
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Art.

2381

ART. 2380. If the wife he a minor, the judge may still grant
the authorization mentioned in the preceding article, provided it he
with the assent of a family meeting, composed as aforesaid, and a
curator ad hoc appointed to the wife.
RCC-2 3 78, 2379, 3338 e t seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2380.

Same as above.
C C 1 82 5 .

( Same as Art. 2380 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
same as Acts 1824, p. 170, § 10, and Acts 1 8 5 5,
No. 2 49, §3 lRS §§1708, 2 4 3 1 J )

N o corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 8 04.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2381. If the husband was already insolvent and had
neither art, trade nor profession, when the father settled a dowry on
his daughter, she shall he hound to collate to the succession of her
father only, the action she has against the succession of her husband,
to be reimbursed for the wife [same] ,
But if the husband has become insolvent only since the marriage
or if he exercised a trade or profession, which was to him instead
of an estate, the loss of the dowry falls solely upon the wife.
R C C-1227, 1230, 1242, 1 2 4 3 , 1250, 2366 et seq.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2381.

( Same as Art. 2381 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
( N o reference in Projet)
the husband was already insolvent
Si le mari etait deja insolvable, et
and had neither art nor trade, when the
n'avait ni art, ni metier, ni profession,
father settled a dowry on his daughter,
lorsque le pere a constitue une dot a sa
she shall be bound to return to the sue- fille, celle-ci ne sera tenue de rapporter
cession of her father only the action
a la succession du pere que !'action
she has against the succession of her
qu'elle a contre celle de son mari, pour
husband, to be reimbursed for the same.
s'en faire rembourser.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but
Mais si le mari n'est devenu insolvable
que depuis le mariage, ou s'il avait un
comma ( , ) after "marriage."
metier OU une profession qui lui tenait
lieu de bien, la perte de la dot tombe
sur la femme.
CC 1 825, Art. 2358.
If

335, Art. 54.

CC 1808, p. 334, Art. 54.

-p.

If the husband was already insolvent,
and had neither art nor trade, when the
father settled a dowry on his daughter,
she shall be bound to return to the suc
cession of her father, only the action
she has against the succession of_ the
husband, to be reimbursed for the same.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but no
punctuation after "profession."

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
comma (,} after "du pere."

Mais si le mari n'est devenu insolvable
que depuis le mariage, ou s'il avait un
metier OU une profession qui lui tenait
lieu de biens, la perte de la dot tombe
uniquement sur la femme.

CN 1804, Art. 1573.

Same as above.

Si le mari etait deja insolvable, et
n'avait ni art ni profession lorsque le
pere a constitue une dot a sa fille, celle-ci
ne sera tenue de rapporter a la succes-
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sion Elu pere que l'action qu'elle a contre
celle de son mari, pour s'en faire rem
bourser.
Mais si le mari n'est devenu insolvable
que depuis le mariage.
Ou s'il avait un metier ou une pro
fession eiui lui tenait lieu de bien.
La perte de la dot tombe uniquement
sur la femme.

ART. 2382. When the wife has not brought any dowry, or
when what she brought as a dowry is inconsiderable with respect to
the condition of the husband, if either the husband or the wife die
rich, leaving the survivor in necessitous circumstances,* the latter
has a right to take out of the succession o f the deceased what is called
the marital portion ; that is, the fourth of the succession in full
property, if there he no children, and the same portion, in usufruct
only, when there are hut three or a smaller number of children ;
and if there be more than three children, the surviving, whether
husband or wife, shall receive only a child's share in usufruct, and
he is hound to include in this portion what has been left to him as
a legacy by the husband or wife, who died first.
Whenever, during the administration of any succession, it appears
that the surviving spouse will he entitled to the marital portion above
provided for, upon final liquidation of the estate of the deceased,
the survivor in necessitous circumstances shall he entitled to demand
and receive from the executor or administrator of such succession, a
periodical allowance to he fixed by the court wherein the proceedings
are p ending. Such allowance shall be based upon the apparent amount
of the marital portion invested at five p er cent. per annum interest.
And should the marital portion, as finally fixed, not yield the revenue
equal to the allowance a s fixed by the court, the surviving spouse shall
he charged with, and there shall be deducted from the marital p ortion,
the amount of such deficiency. The provisions of this article shall
apply to successions p ending and unsettled, as well as those hereafter
opened. (As amended by Acts 1926, No. 1 1 3 )
RCC-560, 3 2 5 2 , 3254.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2382.

When the wife has not brought any dowry, or when what she has brought as a
dowry is inconsiderable with respect to the condition of the husband, if either
the husband or the wife die rich, leaving the survivor in necessitous circumstances,•
the latter has a right to take out of the succession of the deceased what is called
the marital portion: that is, the fourth of the succession in full property, if there
be no children, and the same portion, in usufruct only, when there are but three
or a smaller number of children; and if there b e more than three children, the
surviving, whether husband or wife, shall receive o nly a child's share in usufruct,
and he is bound to include in this portion what has been left to him as a legacy
by the husband or wife, who died first.
CC 1 825, Art. 2359.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"marital portion."

Lorsque la femme n'a point apporte
de dot, ou que ce qu'elle a apporte en
dot n'est pres1ue rien par rapport a la
condition du mari, si le premier mourant
des deux epoux est riche, et que le sur
vivant soit dans la necessite, • ii a le droit
de prendre dans la succession d u prede-
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cede ce que l'on appelle la quarte mari
tale, c'est-a-dire, le quart de la succes
sion en propriete, s'il n'y a pas d'enfans
et la meme portion en usufruit seule�
ment, lorsqu'il n'y a que trois enfans
ou un moindre nombre ; et s'il y a plus
de trois enfans, l'epoux ne prendra
qu'une p art d'enfant en usufruit, et il
est oblige d'imputer sur cette portion
ce qui lui a ete legue par le prMecede.

CC 1808, p. 334, Art. 55.

-p. 335, Art. 55.

When the wife has not brought any
dowry, or when what she has brought as
a dowry is but trifling with respect to
the condition of the husband, if either
the husband or wife die rich, leaving
the survivor in necessitous
circum
stsnces, * the latter has a right to take
out of the succession of the deceased
what is · called the marital portion ; that
is the fourth of said succession in full
property, if there be no children, and
the same portion as a usufruct only
when there are but three or a smaller
number of children ; and if there be
more than three children, the surviving
whether husband or wife, shall receive
only a child's share in usufruct, and he
is bound to include in this p ortion what
has been left to him as a legacy by
the husband or wife who died first.

Lorsque la femme n'a point apporte
de dot, ou que ce qu'ellE. "' apporte en
dot n'est presque rien par rapport a la
condition du mari, si le premier mourant
des deux epoux est riche, et que le sur
vivant so it dans la necessite, • i1 a le
droit de prendre dans la succession du
predecede ce que l'on appelle la quarte
maritale, c'est-a-dire, le quart de ladite
succession en propriete s'il n'y a pas
d'enfans, et la meme portion en usufruit
seulement, lorsqu'il n'y a que trois en
fans ou un moindre nombre ; et s'il y a
plus de trois enfans, l'epoux survivant
ne prendra qu'une part d'enfant en usu
fruit, et il est oblige d'imputer sur cette
portion, Ce qui lui a ete legue par le
predecede.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "leaving the survivor in
necessitous circumstances" should be "and if the survivor be in necessitous cir
cumstances."

Section 3-0F PARAPHERNALIA OR EXTRADOTAL EFFECTS

ART. 2383. All property, which is not declared to he brought
in marriage by the wife, or to he given to her in consideration of
the marriage or to belong to her at the time of the marriage, is
paraphernal.
RCC-1 790, 1 9 6 7 , 2 3 3 2 , 2334, 2 335,
2393, 2 4 0 0 , 2407, 2 4 1 1 , 2 4 3 0 , 3 3 1 9 , 3 555.

2337

et seq.,

2 384

et seq.,

2392,

RCC 1 870, Art. 2383.
Same as above.
(Projet, p. 298. Substitution adopted ; no comment)
Tous les biens, qui ne sont point de
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
clares etre apportes en mariage par la
"consideration of the marriage."
femme ou lui etre donnes en raison du
mariag , ou Jui appartenir au moment
du mariage, sont paraphernaux.

CC 1.825, Art. 2360.

�

·P· 335, Art. 58.

CC 1 808, p. 334, Art. 56.
All the effects of the wife which have
not been settled on her as a dowry are
parapbernal.

Tous Jes biens de la femme, qui n'ont
pas ete constitues en dot, aont para
phernaux.
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CN 1.804, Art. 1574.

Same as above.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "femme."

ART. 2384. The wife has the right to administer personally
her p araphernal property, without the assistance of her husband.
RCC-121 et seq., 1 7 8 2, 2350, 2351, 2383, 2 3 8 5 et seq., 2391, 2 3 9 3 , 2 407,
2436, 3072, 3525. CP- 1 0 5 et seq. Acts 1928, No. 283.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2384.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 236 1 .

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 298. Substitution adopted ; no comment)
La femme a le droit d'administrer elle
meme s e s biens paraphernaux, sans !'as
sistance de son mari.

CC 1 808, p. 334, Art. 58, par. 1 .

-p. 335, Art. 58, clause 1.

The wife has the administration and
the enjoyment of her paraphernal ef
fects.

La femme a !'administration et la jou
issance de ses biens paraphernaux.

CN 1 804, Art. 1576, par. 1 .

Same as above.

Same a s above.

ART. 2385. The paraphernal property, which is not admin
istered by the wife separately and alone, is considered to he under
the management of the husband.
RCC-2384, 2386 et seq., 2402, 2406, 3 525.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2385.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2362.

Same

as

above.

(Projet, p. 298. Substitution adopted ; no comment)
Les biens paraphernaux, qui ne sont
point administres par la femme elle
meme d'une maniere distincte et sepa
ree, sont censes etre administres par
le mari.

CC 1 8 08, p. 334, Art. 59.

-p. 335, Art. 59.

The wife may give a letter of attorney
to her husband as well as to any other
person, to administer on its * parapher
nal effects, and in this her husband shall
be bound towards her as any other at
torney in fact.

La femme peut donner sa procuration
a son mari, comme a toute autre p er
sonne, pour administrer ses* biens para
phernaux, et dans ce cas, il sera tenu
vis-a-vis d'elle, comme tout autre man
dataire.

CN 1 804, Art. 1577.

If the wife gives a letter of attorney
to her husband to administer her para
phernal property, with the burden of ac
counting to her for the fruits, he shall
be bound towards her as any attorney
in fact.

Si la femme donne sa procuration au
mari pour administrer ses biens para
phernaux, avec charge de lui rendre
compte des fruits, il sera tenu vis-a
vis d'elle comme tout mandataire.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "on its" should be "her."

ART. 2386. When the paraphernal property is administered
by the husband, or hy him and the wife indifferently, the fruits of
this property, whether natural, civil, or the result of labor, belong
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to the conjugal partnership, if there exists a community of
If there do not, each party enjoys, as he chooses ' that which
to his hands ; hut the fruits and revenues, which are existing
dissolution of the marriage, belong to the owner of the things
produce them. ( As amended by Acts 1871, No. 87)

gains.
comes
at the
which

RCC-498, 1 0 0 6, 2 3 8 3 , 2 385, 2 3 8 8 , 2396, 2 4 0 2 , 2 4 0 4 , 2 406, 2407.
(Same as Art. 2 3 8 6 of Proposed Revision of 1869)
When the paraphernal property is a dministered by the husband, or by him and
the wife indifferently, the fruits of his property, whether natural, civil, or the
result of labor, belong to the conjugal partnership, if there exists a c ommunity
of gains. If there do not, each party enjoys, as he chooses, that which comes
t6 his han d ; but the fruits and revenues which are existing at the dissolution
of the marriage, belong to the owner of the thing which produced them.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2386.

CC 1 825, Art. 2363.

(Projet, p.
When the paraphernal property is
administered by the husband, or by
him and the wife indifferently, the fruits
of this property, whether natural, civil,
or the result of labour, belong to the
conjugal partnership, if there exist a
community of gains. If there do not,
each party enjoys, as he chooses, that
which comes to his hands ; but the fruits
and revenues, which are existing at the
dissolution of the marriage, belong to
the owner of the things which produce
them.

298. Substitution adopted ; no c o mment)
Lorsque les biens paraphernaux sont
administres par le mari, ou par les deux
epoux indistinctement les fruits de ces
biens, soit naturels, soit industriels, soit
civils, appartiennent a la societe con
jugale, s'il y a communaute d 'acquets
entre les epoux. Dans le cas contraire,
chacun d'eux jouit, comme hon lui
semble, de ce qu'il re1toit; mais les fruits
et revenus, qui existent a la dissolution
du mariage, appartiennent au proprie
taire des biens qui les ont produits.

CC 1 808, p. 334, Art. 60.

-p. 335, Art. 60.

If the husband has enjoyed the para
phernal effects of his wife, without a
letter of attorney, but without any op
position on her part, he is bound at the
time of the dissolution of the marriage,
or on the first demand of the wife only
to account for the existing profits* and
he is not accountable for such as have
been previously consumed.

Si le mari a joui des biens para
phernaux de sa femme, sans m andat, et
neanmoins sans opposition de sa part, il
n'est tenu, a la dissolution du mariage,
OU a la premiere demande de la femme,
qu'a la representation des fruits* exis
tans, et il n'est point tenu de ceux qui
ont ete consommes jusqu'alors.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 578.

If the husband has enjoyed the para
phernal effects of his wife, without a
letter of attorney, but without any op
position on her part, he is b ound at the
time of the dissolution of the marriage,
or on the first demand of the wife, only
to account for existing fruits, and he is
not accountable for such as have been
previously consumed.

Si le mari a joui des biens parapher
naux de sa femme, sans mandat, et
neanmoins sans opposition d e sa part,
il n'est tenu, a la dissolution du mariage,
OU a la premiere demande de la femme,
qu'a la representation des fruits exis
tans, et ii n'est point comptable de ceux
qui ont ete consommes jusqu'alors.

*Note error in English translation of French text; "profits" should be "fruits."

ART. 2387. The wife who has left to her husband the adminis
tration of her paraphernal property, may afterwards withdraw it
from him.
RCC-2 350, 2385, 2 388, 2 3 9 1 .
RCC 1870, Art. 2387.

Same as above.
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(Projet, p. 299. Addition adopted ; no c omment)
La femme qui a laisse A son mari !'ad
ministration de ses biens paraphernaux,
peut la lui retirer ensuite.

CC 1 825, Art. 2364.

Same as above.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2388. The husband, who administers the p ara phernal
property of his wife, notwithstanding her formal opposition, is ac·
countable to her for all the fruits, as well those existing as those which
have been consumed.
RCC-1935, 2384, 2 3 8 6, 2 387, 2391, 2402, 2 4 0 7, 3 319, 3453.
RCC 1870, Art. 2388.

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 299. S ubstitution adopted; no comment)
Le mari, qui administre les biens para
phernaux de sa femme, malgre son op
position constatee, est comptable en
vers elle de tous !es fruits, tant existans
que consommes.

CC 1 825, Art. 2365.

Same as above.

CC 1 808, p. 334, Art. 6 1 .

-p. 335, Art. 6 1 .

I f the husband has enjoyed the para
phernal effects, the administration and
enjoyment of which the wife has kept
to herself, notwithstanding the manifest
opposition of the wife, he is answerable
to her for the profits• both such as are
now existing and such as have been al
ready used.

Si le mari a joui des biens para
phernaux dont la femme s'etait reserve
!'administration et la jouisaance [jouis
sancel, malgre !'opposition constatee
de la femme, il est comptable, envera
elle, d e tous les fruits,• tant existans
que consommes.

CN 1 804, Art. 1.579.
If the husband has enjoyed the para
phernal property notwithstanding the
manifest opposition of the wife, he is
answerable to her for all the fruits,
both such as are now existing and such
as have been already used.

Si le mari a joui des biens parapher
naux malgre !'opposition constatee de la
femme, ii est comptable envers elle de
tous les fruits tant existans que con
sommes.

•Note error in English translation of French text ; "the profits" should be "all
the fruits."

ART. 2389. If all the property of the wife he paraphernal,
she have reserved to herself the administration of it, she ought
to hear a proportion of the marriage charges, equal, if need he, to
one half her income
and

.

RCC-119, 227, 2 395, 2403, 2409, 2430, 2435.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2389.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2366.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 299. Substitution adopted; no c omment)
Si tous les biens de la femme sont
paraphernaux, et qu'elle s'en soit re
serve !'administration, elle doit supporter
une portion des charges du mariage, jus
qu'A concurrence de la moitie d e ses
revenus.
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CC 1808, p. 334, Art. 57.

·P· 335, Art. 57.

If all the effects of the wife are para
phernal, and if there be no convention

Si tous les biens de la femme sont
paraphernaux, et s'il n'y a pas d e con
vention dans le contrat pour lui faire
supporter une portion des charges du
mariage, la femme y contribuera jusqu'a
concurrence du tiers de ses revenue.

in the marriage contract, that she shall
support a part of the charges of matri
mony, the wife shall contribute to the
same as far as one third of her income.
CN 1804, Art. 1575.
Same as above.

Si tous les biens de la femme sont
paraphernaux, et s'il n'y a pas d e con

vention dans le contrat pour lui faire
supporter une portion des charges du
mariage, la femme y contribue jusqu'a
concurrence du tiers de ses revenus.

ART. 2390. * The wife may alienate her paraphernal property
with the authorization of her husband, or in case of refusal or absence
of the husband, with the authorization of the judge ; hut should it
he proved that the husband has received the amount of the para
phernal property thus alienated by his wife, or otherwise disposed
of** the same for his individual interest, the wife shall have a legal
mortgage on all property of her husband for the reimbursing of
the same.
The husband may release the mass of his property from this
legal mortgage, by executing a special mortgage in the manner re
quired in the preceding section, for dotal effects.
RCC-1480, 1746, 1786, 1 790, 2376, 2378 et seq., 2383, 2391, 2 3 94,
2397, 2 44 8 , 3319, 3333, 3338 et seq., 3349, 3523. CP-10 5 et seq. Acts 1 8 9 6 ,
No. 6 3 ; 1 9 2 8 , No. 283. RS-3988.
RCC 1870, Art. 2390.

( Same as Art. 2 3 90 of Proposed Revision of 1 869)

Same as above.
CC 1.825, Art. 2367.
Same

as par. 1, above.

( Projet, p. 299. Substitution rejected ; no comment)
La femme peut aliener ses biens para
phernaux avec l'autorisation de son
marl, ou, en cas de refus ou d'absence du
mari, avec l'autorisation de justice ; mais
s'il est prouve que le mari a rei;u le prix
des biens paraphernaux ainsi alienes par
la femme, ou en a autrement pr ofite * *
pour son benefice particulier, elle aura
une hypotheque legale sur les biens de
son mari pour son remboursement.

CC 1808, p. 334, Art. 58, par. 2.

·P· 335, Art. 58, clause 2.

can neither alienate the same,
nor appear in court of justice concern
ing said effects, without the authorisa
tion of the husband, or if be should not
give it, without the authorisation of
the judge.

Mais elle ne peut les aliener, ni pa
raitre en jugement, a raison desdits
biens, sans l'autorisation du mari, OU a
son defaut, sans permission de la j ustice.

But she

·P· 334, Art. 62.

The husband who enjoys the para·
phernal effects is bound by all the obli
gations of an usufructuary, and his es
tate is tacitly mortgaged from the day
on which be commenced to enj oy, for
surety of the performance of his said
obligations.

·p. 335, Art. 62.

Le mari, qui jouit des biens para
phernaux, est tenu de toutes les obliga
tions de l'usufruitier, et ses biens sont
tacitement hypotheques pour surete de
l'execution desdites obligations, du jour
ou il est entre dans ladite jouissance.
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CN 1 804, Art. 1576, par. 2.
But she can neither alienate the same,
nor appear in court of justice concern
ing said effects, without the authoriza
tion of her husband, or if he should re
fuse it, without the authorization of the
judge.

Mais elle ne peut les aliener ni pa
raitre e n jugement a raison desdits
biens, sans l'autorisation du mari, ou, a
son refus, sans la permission de la jus
tice.

-Art. 1.580.
The husband who enjoys the para
phernal property is bound by all the
obligations of a usufructuary.

Le mari qui jouit des biens parapher
naux, est tenu de toutes les obligations
de l'usufruitier.

*In connection with this article see Acts 1 928, No. 283, §3.
* *Note error in English translation of French text; "disposed of" should be
"profited from."

ART. 2391. The wife has, even during marriage, a right of
action against her husband for the restitution of her paraphernal
effects and their fruits, as above expressed.
RCC-2384, 2387, 2 388, 2390, 3525.
R C C 1 870, Art. 2391.
Same as above.

CC 1 8 08.

(No reference in Pro jet)
La femme a, meme pendant le ma
riage, un droit d'action contre son mari
pour la restitution de ses biens para
phernaux et de leurs fruits, ainsi qu'il
est dit ci-dessus.
No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 825, Art. 2368.
Same as above.

Section 4--oF THE CLAUSE OF SEPARATION OF PROPERTY
ART. 2392. Married persons may stipulate that there shall
be no partnership between them.
RCC-2332, 2393 et seq., 2 3 9 9, 2436.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2392.
Same as above.
CC 1 82 5 , Art. 2394.
Same as above.

(Projet, p.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

301.

Addition adopted ; no comment)
Les epoux peuvent stipuler qu'il n'y
aura point entr'eux de communaute.

ART. 2393. In this case, the wife preserves the entire adminis
tration of her movable and immovable property, and the free enjoy
ment of her revenues.
R C C-2384, 2392, 2 4 3 6.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2393.
Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2395.
Same as above.

CC 1 808.

(Projet, p.

301. Addition adopted ; no comment)

Dans ce cas, la femme conserve l'en
tiere administration de ses biens-meubles
et immeubles, et la jouissance libre de
ses revenus.

No corresponding article.
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CN 1 804, Art. 1 536.

When husband and wife have stipu
lated in their marriage contract that
they should be separate in property, the
wife preserves the entire administration
of her movable and immovable property,
and the free enjoyment of her revenues.

Lorsque les epoux ont stipule par leur
contrat de mariage qu'i!s seraient se
pares de biens, la femme conserve I'en
tiere administration de ses biens-meubles
et immeubles, et la jouissance libre de
ses revenus.

ART. 2394.
She m ay alienate her movable and immovable
property, in the manner and in the cases above provided for with
respect to paraphernal property.
RCC-2 3 90, 2436, 3 3 4 9 .
RCC 1870, Art. 2394.

Acts 1 92 8 , N o . 2 8 3 .
( Same as Art. 2 3 9 4 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
(Projet, p. 3 0 1 . Addition amended and adopted ;
no comment)
She may alienate her real and perElle peut aliener ses biens-meubles et
sonal property, in the manner and in
immeubles, de la maniere* ci-dessus
prescrite a l'egard des biens parapherthe cases• above provided for with renaux.
spect to paraphernal property.
CC 1 825, Art. 2396.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 1 538.

In no event, and regardless of any
stipulation, can the wife alienate her
immovables without the special consent
of her husband, or, upon his refusal,
without the authorization of the court.
Any general authorization to alienate
immovables, given to the wife either by
marriage contract or subsequently, i s
null.

Dans aucun cas, ni a faveur d'aucune
stipulation, la femme ne peut aliener ses
immeubles sans le consentement special
de son mari, ou, a son refus, sans etre
autorisee par justice.
Toute autorisation generale d'aliener
les immeubles donnes a la femme, soit
par contrat de mariage, soit depuis, est
nulle.

*"And in the cases" has no counterpart in French text.

ART. 2395. Each of the married persons separate in p roperty,
contributes to the expenses o f the marriage in the manner agreed
on by their contract ; if there he no agreement on the subject, the
wife contributes to the amount of one-half of her income.
RCC-11 9, 227, 2 3 8 9 , 2 403, 2 4 3 0 , 2435.
RCC 1870, Art. 2395.

( Same as Art. 2 3 9 5 of Proposed Revisio n of 1869)

Same as above.
(Projet, p.
Each of the married persons separated
contributes to the expenses of the marriage, in the manner agreed on by their
contract ; if there be no agreement on
the subject, the wife contributes to the
amount of one half of her income.
CC 1825, Art. 2397.

CC 1 808.

301. Addition i adopted; no comment)
Chacun des epoux separes contribue
aux charges du mariage, suivant les con
ventions contenues en leur contrat ; s'il
n'en existe pas a cet egard, la femme
contribue a ces charges, jusqu'a concurrence de la moitie de ses revenus.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804, Art. 1 537.

Each of the married persons contrib
utes to the expenses of the marriage i n
the manner agreed o n b y their contract ;
and, if there be no agreement on that
subject, the wife contributes to these
expenses to the amount of one-third of
her income.

Chacun des epoux contribue aux
charges du mariage, suivant les conven
tions contenues en leur contrat; et, s'il
n'en existe point a cet eg,ard, la femme
contribue a ces charges jusqu'a con-·
currence du tiers de ses revenus.
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Art. 2396

ART. 2396. When the wife, who is separate in property, has
left the enjoyment of her property to her husband without any pro
curation, he is not answerable for the fruits, until a demand of
them be made by his wife, or if it is not made, until the dissolution
of the marriage. He is not accountable for the fruits which have
been previously consumed.
RCC-2386, 2388.
( Same as Art. 2 3 9 6 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

RCC 1 870, Art. 2396.
Same as above.

(Projet, p. 301. Addition i adopted ; no comment)

CC 1 82 5, Art. 2398.

When the wife, who is separated, has
left the enjoyment of her property to
her husband without any proeuration,
he is only answerable for the fruits existing, whether a demand of them be
made by his wife, or if it is not made,
until the dissolution of the marriage.
He is not accountable for the fruits
which have been previously consumed.
CC 1 808.

Lorsque la femme separee a laissee
naisseJ la jouissance de ses biens a son
mari, sans procuration, celui-ei n'est
tenu, soit sur la demande que sa femme
pourrait lui faire, soit a la dissolution
du mariage, qu'a la representation des
fruits existans, et il n'est pas c omptable
de ceux qui ont ete consommes jusqu'alors.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804, Art. 1.539.

When the wife who is separate in
property has left the enjoyment of her
property to her husband, h e is not an
swerable for the fruits existing, until a
demand of them be made by his wife,
or if it is not made, until the dissolution
of the marriage. He is not accountable
for the fruits which have been pre
viously consumed.

Section 5-0F THE WIFE'S
OR TO

BIND

Lorsque la femme separee a laisse la
j ouissance de ses l:.iens a son mari, celui
ci n'est tenu, soit sur la demande que
sa femm e pourrait lui faire, soit a la
dissolution du mariage, qu'a la repre
sentation des fruits existans, et il n'est
point c omptable de ceux qui ont ete con
sommees jusqu'alors.

INCAPACITY

TO ALIENATE HER IMMOVABLES

HERSELF FOR HER HUSBAND*

*In connection with this section see Acts 1928, No. 283, §3.

ART. 2397. The wife, wnether [whether] separated in prop
erty by contract or judgment, or not separated, can not, except by and
with the authorization of the husband, and in default of the husband,
with that of the judge , alienate her immovable effects of whatever
nature they may he, except in cases where the alienation of the dotal
immovable is permitted.
RCC-122, 123, 1 2 5 et seq., 1746, 1786, 2 3 5 7 et seq., 2390, 2448.
1928, No. 283.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2397.

Acts

( Same as Art. 2 3 9 7 of Proposed Revisio n of 1869)

Sam e as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 241 1.

(Projet, p. 302.
Addition amended and adopted;
no comment)
The wife, whether separated in propLa femme, soit commune, soit separee d e biens par contrat ou par juge
erty by contract or judgment, or not
ment, n e p eut qu'avec l'autorisation de
separated, cannot, except by and with
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the authorization of the husband, and
in default of the husband, with that of
the judge, alienate her immoveable ef
fects of whatever nature they may b e ,
before the dissolution o f the marriage,
except in cases where the alienation o f
the dotal immoveable i s permitted.

Art. 2399

son mari, ou, a son defaut, avec celle
du juge, aliener ses immeubles, de quel
que nature qu'ils soient, avant la dis
solution du mariage, excepte dans les
cas ou !'alienation de l'immeuble dotal
est permise.

CC 1808, pp. 334, 335, Art. 5 8 , par. 2.

Quoted under RCC 1870, Art. 2 3 9 0 , above.
CN 1804, Art. 1 576, par. 2.

Quoted under RCC 1 870, Art. 2 3 9 0 , above.

ART.
2398. The wife, whether separated in property by con
tract or by judgment, or not separated, can not bind herself for her
husband, nor conjointly with him, for debts contracted by him before
or during the marriage.
RCC-25 , 1 2 7 , 1786, 1 7 9 0 , 2 2 2 1 , 2 4 4 6 , 3 0 4 2 .
No. 283.

Acts 1 9 2 6 , No. 1 3 2 ; 1928,

RCC 1870, Art. 2398.

Sarne as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2 4 1 2.

( Projet, p. 302. Addition adopted ; no comment)
La femme, soit commune, soit se
paree de biens par contrat ou par juge
ment, ne peut s'obliger valablement, ni
pour son mari, ni conjointement avec
Jui, pour les dettes par lui contractees
avant ou depuis le mariage.

Same as above.

CC 1808.

No corresponding a1·tiele.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Chapter 3-0F

THE COMMUNITY OR PARTNERSHIP OF AcQUETS
OR GAINS

S ection 1-0F

LEGAL PARTNERSHIP

ART.
2399. Every marriage contracted in this State, super
induces of right partnership or community of acquets or gains, if
there be no stipulation t o the c ontrary.
RCC-1 967, 2332, 2 3 3 3 , 2392, 2 4 0 0

et seq . ,

2806, 2807.

RCC 1870, Art. 2399.

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 299. Amendment adopted ; no comment)
Tout mariage contracte dans cet Etat,
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
entra'ine, de drcit, societ? ou �ommu
"marriage'', and after "right."
,
naute d'acquets ou de gams, s. 11 n Y a
stipulation contraire.
CC 1825, Art. 2369 .

CC 1 808, p. 336, Art. 63.

-p. 337, Art. 63.

Every marriage contracted w �thin
this territory, superinduces of right,
partnership or community of aequests or
gains.

Tout mariage, contracte dans ce ter
ritoire, entra'ine de droit soci �te, ou com
munaute d'acquets ou de gains.
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This community or partnership of
gains takes place whether there be a
marriage contract between the parties
or not, and although in case there be
one, said contract be entirely silent on
this partnership or community. (Sup
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors ; Projet, p. 299)
CN 1 804.

Cette communaute, ou societe d'ac
quets a lieu, soit qu'il y ait un contrat
de mariage fait entre les parties ou non,
et quoique, dans le cas ou il y en aurait
un, c e contrat ait garde le silence sur
cette societe ou communaute.
( Sup
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors; Projet, p. 299)

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800), Book III, Title X, Art.

In the absence of agreements between
husband and wife, there is community
of property.

11.

A d efaut de conventions entre les
epoux, ii y a communaute de biens.

ART. 2400. All property acquired in this State by non-resident
married persons, whether the title thereto he in the name o f either
the husband or wife, or in their joint names, shall he subject to the
same provisions of law which regulate the community of acquets and
gains between citizens of this State.
RCC-2329, 2399.
RCC 1870, Art. 2400.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2 4 0 0 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 ;
same as Acts 1852, No. 292 lRS §§627, 1 7 0 9 , 37061 )

CC 1 825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2401. A marriage, contracted out of this State, between
persons who afterwards come here to live, is also subjected to com
munity of acquets, with respect to such property as is acquired after
\
their arrival.
RCC-2329, 2399.
RCC 1870, Art. 240 1 .

( Same as Art. 2401 of Proposed Revision o f 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
cc 1825, Art. 2370.

(Projet, p. 299.

A marriage, contracted out of this
State, between persons who afterwards
come here to live, is also subjected to
the community of acquets, with respect
to such property as is acquired after
their arrival.
CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition adopted; no comment)

Le mariage contracte hors de cet Etat,
par des personnes qui viennent ensuite
s'y etablir, est egalement soumis au
regime de la communaute d'acquets,
pour les biens que les epoux y acquierent
apres leur arrivee.

ART. 2402. This partnership or community consists of the
profits* of all the effects of which the husband has the administration
and enjoyment, either of right or in fact, of the produce of the re
ciprocal industry and labor of both husband and wife, and of the
estate which they may acquire during the marriage, either by donations
ma4e jointly to them b oth, or by purchase, or in any other similar
way, even although the purchase he only in the name of one of the
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Art. 2402

two and not of both, because in that case the period of time when the
purchase is made i s alone attended to, and not the person who made
the purchase. But damages resulting from personal injuries to the
wife shall not form part of this community, but shall always be and
remain the separate property of the wife and recoverable by herself
alone ; "provided where the injuries sustained by the wife result in her
death, the right to recover damages shall be as now provided for by
existing laws." ( As amended by Acts 1902, No. 68)
RCC- 1 1 7 , 2315 , 2334, 2350, 2 3 5 2 , 2 3 8 5 , 2 3 8 6 , 2 3 8 8 , 2399, 2 4 0 3 e t seq.,
2 408, 2424, 3300.
CP-106.
RCC 1870, Art. 2402.
This partnership or community consists of the profits* of all the effects of
which the husband has the administration and enjoyment, either of right or in
fact, of the produce o f the reciprocal industry and labor of both husband and
wife, and of the estates which they may acquire during the marriage, either by
d onations made jointly to them both, or by p u rchase, or in any other similar way,
even although the purchase be only in the name of one of the two and not of
both, because in that case the period of time when the purchase is made is alone
attended to, and not the person who made the purchase.
CC 1825, Art. 237 1 .

(Projet, p .
ment)

Same as above.

299.

Amendment adopted;

no

com

Cette societe ou communaute se com
pose des fruits * de tous les biens dont
le mari a !'administration et la jouis
sance de droit ou de fait ; du produit du
travail et de l'industrie reciproques des
deux epoux, et des biens qu'ils peuvent
acquerir pendant le mariage, soit par
des donations a eux
conjointement
faites, soit par achats ou autres voies
semblables, quand bien meme l'achat
n'aurait ete fait qu'au nom d'un seul
epoux, et non des deux, parce qu'on ne
fait, en ce cas, attention qu'au temps
de !'acquisition, et non a la personne
qui l'a faite .

CC 1 808, p. 336, Art. 64.

·P· 337, Art. 64.

This partnership or c ommunity con
sists of the profits" of all the effects of
which the husband has the administra
tion and enj oyment ; of the produce of
the reciprocal labor and i ndustry of both
husband and wife ; and of the estates
which they may acquire during the mar
riage either by donations made jointly
to them both, or by purchase, or in any
other similar way, even although the
p u rchase be only in the name of one of
the two and not of both, because in that
case the period of time when the pur
chase was made is alone attended to and
not the person who made the purchase.

C ette societe, ou communaute se com
pose des fruits* de tous les biens dont
le mari a !'administration et la jouis
sance ; du produit du travail et de l'in
dustrie reciproques des deux epoux, et
des biens qu'ils peuvent acquerir pen
dant le mariage, soit par des donations
a eux conjointement faites, soit par
achats ou autres voies semblables, quand
bien meme l'achat n'aurait ete fait qu'au
nom d'un seul des epoux, et non des
deux, parce qu'on ne fait, en ce cas, at
tention qu'au terns de !'acquisition, et
non a la personne qui l'a faite.

CN 1 804, Art. 1401.
The assets of the community consist,
1.
Of all movable property which
husband and wife possessed upon the
day of the celebration o f the marriage,
together with all the movable pro� erty
which they acquire during the marriage,

La communaute se compose active
ment,
1.
De tout le mobilier que Jes epoux
possedaient au jour de la celebratio� �u
mariage, ensemble de tout le mob1her
qui leur echoit pendant le mariage a
titre de successiQn ou meme de donation,
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by succession or even by donation, un
less the donor has expressed the con
trary ;
2.
Of all fruits, revenues, interest
and arrears, of whatever nature they
may be, falling due or received during
the marriage, and derived from prop
erty which belonged to the husband and
wife at the time of the celebration, or
which are acquired by them during the
marriage, in any manner whatsoever;
3. Of all immovables acquired dur
ing the marriage.

si le d onateur n'a exprime le c ontraire ;

2. D e tous les fruits, revenus, inte
rets et arrerages, de quelque nature
qu'ils soient, echus OU percus pendant
le mariage, et provenant des biens qui
appartenaient aux epoux !ors de sa cele
bration, ou de ceux qui leur sont echus
pendant le mariage, a quelque titre que
ce soit ;
3. De tous les immeubles qui sont
acquis p endant le mariage.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "profits" should be "fruits."

ART. 2403. In the same manner, the debts contracted during
the marriage enter into the partnership or community of gains; and
must be acquitted out of the common fund, whilst the debts of both
husband and wife, anterior to the marriage, must be acquitted out of
their own personal and individual effects.
RCC-2325, 2334, 2 34 9 , 2395, 2402, 2404, 2 4 0 9 , 2422.

Acts

1 928, No. 283.

RCC 1870, Art. 2403.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2372.

( No reference in Projet)
De meme les dettes contractees pen
dant le mariage, tombent dans cette
societe o u communaute d'acquets, et
doivent etre acquittees des fonds com
muns, tandis que les dettes des epoux,
anterieures au mariage, doivent etre
acquittees sur leurs biens personnels
et particuliers.

Same as above.

CC 1808, p. 336, Art. 65.

-p. 337, Art. 65.

In the same manner the debts con
tracted during the marriage enter . into
the said partnership or community of
gains ; and must be acquitted out of the
common funds, whilst the debts of both
husband and wife anterior to the mar
riage, must be acquitted out of their
own personal and individual effects.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"contractees."

CN 1 804, Art. 1409.
The liabilities of the community con
sist :
1. O f all movable debts which hus
band and wife owed upon the date of
the c e lebration of their marriage, or
with which the successions which fall
to them during the marriage are bur
dened, saving the right of reimburse
ment for debts relative to the separate
immovables of either spouse ;
2.
Of debts, as well of capital as of
arrearages or interest, contracted by the
husba n d during the community, or by
the wife with the consent o f the hus
band, saving the right of reimbursement
in proper cases;
3. Of arrearages and interest only
of rents or debts which are personal to
the two spouses;

La c ommunaute se compose passive
ment,
1. De toutes les dettes mobilieres
dont les epoux etaient greves au jour
de la c e lebration de leur mariage, OU
dont se trouvent chargees les succes
sions q u i leur echoient durant le ma
riage, sauf la recompense pour celles
relatives aux immeubles propres a l'un
OU a l'autre des epoux;
2.
Des
dettes, tant en
capitaux
qu'arrerages ou interets, contractees
par le mari pendant la communaute, ou
par la femme du consentement du mari,
sauf la recompense dans les cas ou elle a
lieu ;
3. Des arrerages et interets seule
ment des rentes ou dettes passives qui
sont personnelles aux deux epoux ;
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Of repairs owed by the u sufruc
4.
tuary of immovables which do not enter

Art. 2404

4.
Des
reparations
usufructuaires
des immeubles qui n'entrent p o int en
communaute ;
5.
Des alimens des epoux de l'edu
cation e t entretien des enf ns, et de
toute autre charge d u mariage.

into the community ;
Of the alimony of husband a n d
5.
wife, o f the education and support o f
the children, and o f any other charge of

�

the marriage.

ART. 2404. The husband is the head and master of the part
nership or comn�unity of gains ; he administers its effects, disposes of
the revenues winch they produce, and may alienate them by an on
erous title, without the consent and permission of his wife.
He can make no conveyance inter vivos, by a gratuitous title, of
the immovables of the community, nor of the whole, or of a quota
of the movables, unless it be for the establishment of the children of
the marriage. A gratuitous title within the contemplation of this
article embraces all titles wherein there is no direct, material advan
tage to the donor.
Nevertheless he may dispo�e of the movable effects by a gratuitous
and particular title, to the benefit of all persons.
B ut if it should he proved that the husband has sold the common
property, or otherwise disposed of the same by fraud, to injure his
wife, she may have her action against the heirs of her husband, in
support of her claim in one-half of the property, on her satisfactorily
proving the fraud. (As amended by Acts 1926, No. 96 )
RCC-1 3 6 , 1 5 0 , 1 4 6 8 , 1 4 7 0 , 1 4 7 1 , 1 5 2 3 et seq., 1 7 3 4 , 1 7 7 3 , 1 8 4 7 et seq.,
2350, 2352, 2 3 5 7 2 3 8 6, 2 3 8 7 2 3 9 8 , 2 4 0 2 , 2406, 3 3 0 0 , 3 3 1 9, 3 5 2 3 .
'
'

RCC 1 870, Art. 2404.

( Same as Art. 2 4 0 4 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Par. 1 same a s p a r . 1 , above.
He can make no conveyance inter vivos, by a gratuitous title, of the immov
ables of the community, nor of the whole, or of a quota of the movables, unless
it be for the establishment of the children of the m arriage.
Pars. 3, 4 same as pars. 3, 4 , above.
A mendment :I: adopted ; n o com(Pro jet, p. 2 9 9 .
ment)
Le mari est chef et maitre de la so
The husband is the head and master
ciete o u cummunaute [communaute l
of the partnership or community of
d'acquets ; i l en administre les biens, dis
gains; he administers its effects, disposes
pose d e s revenus qu'ils produisent, et
of the revenues which they produce, and
peut les aliener a titre onereux, * sans
may alienate them by an inc umbered*
le consentement ni la permission de sa
title, without the consent and permis
femme.
sion of his wife.
11 ne peut disposer entre-vifs a titre
Pars. 2, 3 same as pars. 2 , 3, above ;

CC 1825, Art. 2373.

but no punctuation after "vivos."

gratuit des immeubles de la commu
naute ni de l'universalite ou d'une quo
tite d m obilier, si ce n'est pour l' etablis
sement des enfans communs.
11 peut neanmoins disposer des effets
mobiliers a titre gratuit et p articulier,
au profit de toutes personnes.
Mais s'il etait prouve que le mari n'a
aliene ces biens ou n'en a autrement
dispose, que par dol, pour por er pr 
judice a sa femme, elle pourra1t avoir
son action contre les heritiers de son
mari, en repetition de la moitie de ces
biens, en par elle justifiant du dol .

�

. But if it should be proved that the
husband has sold the common estate, or
otherwise disposed of the same by fraud,
to injure his wife, she may have her ac
tion against the heirs of her husband,
in support of her claim in one half of
the estate, on her satisfactorily proving
the fraud.
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-p. 337, Art. 66.

CC 1 808, p. 336, Art. 66.

Le mari est chef et maitre de la 10ciete, ou communaute d'acquets ; il en
administre les biens, dispose des revenus
qu'ils produisent, et peut Jes vendre, et
meme les donner, sans le consentement,
ni la permission de son epouse, parce que
celle-ci n'y a aucun droit, jusqu'a ce que
son mari meure.

The husband is the head and master
of the partnership or community of
gains ; he administers sai<l: effects; dis
poses of the revenues which they pro
_
duce, and may sell and even give
away
the same without the consent and per
mission of his wife, because she has no
sort of right in them until her husband
be dead.
But if it should be proved that the
husband has sold said estate or other
wise disposed of the same by fraud to
injure his wife, she may have her action
against the heirs of her husband, in sup
port of her claim of one half of said
estate, on her satisfactorily proving the
fraud.

Mais s'il etait prouve que le mari n'a
aliene lesdits biens, ou n'en a autrcment
dispose que par do!, pour porter preju
dice a la femme, elle pourrait avoir son
action contre Jes heritiers de son mari,
en repetition de sa moitie desdits biens,
en par elle, justifiant du do!.

CN 1 804, Art. 142 1 .

Le mari administre seul Jes biens d e
l a communaute.
Il peut les vendre, aliener et hypothe
quer sans le concours de la femme.

The husband alone administers the
community property.
He may sell, alienate, or hypothecate
it without the concurrence of the wife.
Art . 1422.

-

He can make no disposition inter vivos
by gratuituous title of the immovables
of the community or of the whole or of
a quota of the movables, unless it be for
the establishment of the children of the
marriage.
Nevertheless he may dispose of the
movable effects by a gratuitous and
particular title, to the benefit of all
persons, provided that he does not re
serve to himself the usufruct.

Il ne peut disposer entre-vifs a titre
gratuit des immeubles de la commu
naute, ni de l'universalite ou d'une quo
tite du mobilier, si ce n'est pour l'etablis
sement des enfans communs.
II peut neanmoins disposer des effets
mobiliers a titre gratuit et particulier,
au profit de toutes personnes, pourvu
qu'il ne s'en reserve pas l'usufruit.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "incumbered" should be
"onerous."

ART. 2405.
At the time of the dissolution of the marriage, all
effects which both husband and wife reciprocally possess, are pre
sumed common effects or gains, unless it he satisfactorily proved which
of such effects they brought in marriage, or which have been given
them separately, or which they have respectively inherited.
RCC-136, 155, 1 102, 2285, 2287, 2288, 2 3 9 9, 2 4 0 2 , 2406, 2 4 1 6.
RCC 1870, Art. 2405.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2 405 of Pro posed Revision of 1869)

CC 1 825, Art. 2374.

( No reference in Projet)
At the time of the dissolution of the
Lors d � la dissolution du mariage,
marriage, all ·effects which both husband
t� u� les b1ens que les epoux possed ent
and wife reciprocally possess, are pre- rec1p roque ment ,
sont presu mes biens
sumed common effects or gains, unless
communs ou acquets, sauf a eux a justi
they satisfactorily prove which of such
tier quels sont ceux desdits biens qu'ils
effects they brought in marriage or
o nt a!>portes en mariage, ou qui leur
.
ont
have been given them separately, or they
e�e. s.epar emen t donnes, ou dont
ils ont
.
have respectively inheri"ted.
her1te respectivement.
•

CC 1808, p. 336, Art. 67.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "in marriage", or after "separate
ly."

·P· 337, Art. 67.
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Art. 2407

CN 1804, Art. 1402.

Every immovable is deemed to be a
community acquisition, unless it be
proved that either husband or wife had
the ownership or legal possession of it
prior to the marriage, or that it has
fallen to him since, by succession or
donation.

Tout immeuble est repute acquet de
communaute, s'il n'est prouve que l'un
des epOUX en avait la propriete OU pos
session legale anterieurement au ma
riage, OU qu'il lui est echu depuis a titre
de succession ou donation.

ART. 2406. The effects which compose the partnership or com
munity of* gains, are divided into two equal portions between the
husband and the wife, or between their heirs, at the dissolution of the
marriage ; and it is the same with respect to the profits** arising from
the effects which both husband and wife brought reciprocally in mar
riage, and which have been administered by the husband, or by hus
band and wife conjointly, although what has been thus brought in
marriage, by either the husband or the wife, he more considerable
than what has been brought by the other, or even although one of the
two did not bring anything at all.
RCC-136, 915, 916, 2 3 50 , 2 3 8 5 , 2386, 2405.

RS-17 10 , 1711.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2406.

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
Les biens qui composent la societe ou
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
communaute d'acquets ou* de gains, se
"The effects."
divisent en deux portions egales entre
les epOUX OU leurs heritiers, lors de la
dissolutio n du mariage ; et il en est de
meme des fruits* * produits par les biens
que les epoux ont apportes, reciproque
ment en mariage, et qui ont ete adminis
tres par le mari, ou par les epoux con
jointement, quoique ce qui a ete ainsi
apporte par l'un des epoux, soit plus
considerable que ce qui a ete apporte
par l'autre, OU quoique l'un des epOUX
n'ait rien apporte du-tout [du tout l .

CC 1825, Art. 2375.

CC 1 808, p. 336, Art. 68.

-p. 337, Art. 68.

The effects which compose the part
nership or community of* gains are
divided into two equal portions between
the husband and the wife, or between
their heirs, at the dissolution of the mar
riage, and it is the same with respect
to the profits* * arising from the effects
which both husband and wife brought
reciprocally in marriage, although what
has· been thus brought in m arriage by
either the husband or the wife be more
considerable than what has been brought
by the other, or even although one of
·the two did not bring any thing at all.

Les biens qui composent la societe ou
communaute d'acquets ou * de gains, se
divisent en deux portions egales entre
les epoux OU leurs heritiers, }ors de la
dissolution du mariage, et il en est de
meme des fruits* * produits par les biens
que les epoux ont apportes reciproque
ment en mariage, quoique ce qui a ete
ainsi apporte par l'un des epoux, soit
plus considerable que ce qui a ete ap
porte p a r l'autre ; ou quoique l'un des
epoux n'ait rien apporte du tout.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

*English translation of French text incomplete ; should include "acquets or "
:
* *Note error in English translation of French text ; "profits" should be "fruits."

ART. 2407. The fruits hanging by the roots on the lands be
e wife, at the time of the
longing separately to either the husband o�
dissolution of the marriage, are equally d1v1ded between the husband

�
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and the wife or their h eirs. It is the same with respect to the y oung
of cattle yet in gestation.
The fruits of the paraphernal effects of which the wife reserved
to herself the enjoyment, are excepted from the rule contained in this
article.
RCC-136, 499, 544, 546, 547, 915, 9 1 6, 2 347, 2349, 2383, 2 3 8 4 , 2386,
2388.
RCC

1870, Art, 2407.

( Same as Art.

2 4 0 7 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.

CC 1825, Art. 2376.

( No reference in Projet)

The fruits hanging by the root3 on
the hereditary or proper* lands of either
the husband or the wife, at the time of
the dissolution of the marriage, are

Les fruits pendant par les racines, sur
Jes heritages propres* des deux epoux,
a !'instant de Ia dissolution du mariage,
Se divisent egaJement entre Jes epoux OU
leurs heritiers.

equally divided between husband and
wife, or their heirs.
It is the same with respect to the
young of cattle yet in gestation ; but
the fruits of the paraphernal effects of
which the wife reserved to herself the
enjoyment, are excepted from the rule
contained in this article.

II en est de meme des petits des ani
maux qui sont encore dans le ventre de
Jeur mere ; mais les fruits des biens pa
rapherna ux, dont la femme s'est reserve
la jouissance, sont exceptes de la regle
contenue en cet article.

CC 1 808, p. 336, Art. 69.

-p. 337, Art. 69.

Same
as
above ;
but
"marriage"
spelled
"irmarage" ;
no
punctuation
after "or the wife", after "and wife",
or after "enjeyment."

Les fruits pendans par les racines,
sur Jes heritages propres* des epoux, a
!'instant de la dissolution du mariage,
se divisent egalement entre l e s epoux
ou leurs heritiers.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but
period ( . ) after "mere.''

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

*Note error in English
should be "separate."

translation of French text;

"hereditary

or

proper"

ART. 2408. When the separate prop erty of either the h usband
or the wife has been increased or improved during the marriage, the
other spouse, or his or her heirs, shall he entitled to the reward of
one half of the value of the increase or ameliorations, if it be proved
that the increase or ameliorations he the result of the common labor,
expenses or industry ; hut there shall be no reward due, if it he proved
that the increase is due only to the ordinary course of things, to the
rise in the value of property, or to the chances of trade.
RCC-1505, 2402.
RCC 1870, Art . 2408.

( Same as Art.

2408 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2377.

( No reference in Pro jet)

When the hereditary property* of
either the husband or the wife has been
increased or improved during the marriage, the other spouse, or his or her
heirs, shaJl be entitled to the reward
of o n e half of the value of the increase
or ameliorations, if it be proved that
the increase or ameliorations be the resuit of the common labour, expenses or
industry ; but there shall b e no reward

Lorsque !'heritage propre* de l'un des
epOUX a ete augmente OU ameliore pen
dant la duree du mariage, il sera du re
compense de la moitie de la valeur de
ces augmentations OU ameliorations a
J'autre epoux ou a ses heritiers, s'il est
prouve que ces augmentations o u ame
liorations sont le fruit du travail, des
depenses ou de l'industrie commune;
mais il n e sera pas du de recompense, s'il
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due, if it be proved that the increase
is due only to the ordinary c ourse of
things, to the rise in the value of prop
erty, or to the chances of trade.

est prouve que !'augmentation n'est due
qu'au cours ordinaire des choses, a l'ac
croissement de la valeur des proprietes,
ou aux chances du commerce.

CC 1 808, p. 338, Art. 70.

·P·

When the hereditary property* of
either the husband or the wife has been
increased or improved during the mar
riage, the other spouse or his or her
heirs, shall be entitled to the reward of
one half of the value of said increase,
or meliorations, if it be proved that
said increase or melioration be the re
sult of the common labor, expences or
industry ; but there shall be no reward
due, if it be proved that the increase is
due only to the ordinary course of
things, to the rise in the value of prop
erty, or to the chances of trade.

CN 1 804, Art. 1437.
Whenever an amount is taken out of
the community either to pay the per
sonal debts or charges of one of the
spouses, such as the price or a part of
the price of an immovable belonging to
him separately, or the redemption of
property from servitudes, or for the
recovery, preservation or amelioration
of his separate property, and in general
whenever either husband or wife has
derived a personal profit from the com
munity property, he must account for
it to the community.

339, Art. 70.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"des epoux", and after "commune " ;
semicolon ( ; ) after "choses."

Toutes les fois qu'il est pris sur la
communaute une somme soit pour ac
quitter les dettes ou charges p erson
nelles a l'un des epoux, telles que le prix
OU partie du prix d'un immeuble a lui
propre ou le rachat de services fonciers,
soit pour le recouvrement, la conserva
tion ou !'amelioration de ses biens per
sonnels, et generalement toutes les fois
que l'un des deux epoux a tire un profit
personnel des biens de la communaute,
ii en doit la recompense.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "hereditary property" should
be "separate property."

ART. 2409. It is understood that, in the partition of the effects
of the partnership or community of gains, both husband and wife are
to b e equally liable for their share of the debts contracted during the
marriage, and not acquitted at the time of its dissolution.
RCC-1 36, 2086, 2349, 2 3 8 9 , 2403, 2410 et seq., 2425, 2430.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2409.
Same as above.

CC 1 825, Art. 2378.

( N o reference i n Projet)

Same as above.

Il est bien entendu que dans le par
tage des biens de la societe ou com
munaute d'acquets, les epoux doivent
supporter egalement leur part des dettes
contractees p endant la duree du ma
riage, et n o n acquittees !ors de sa dis
solution.

339, Art. 7 1 .

CC 1808, p. 338, Art. 7 1 .

·P·

Same as above ; but n o punctuation
after "that."

Il est bien entendu que dans le par
tage des biens de la societe ou com
munaute d'acquets, Jes epoux doivent
supporter egalement leur part des dettes
contractees p endant la duree du ma
riage, et non acquittees !ors de la dis
solution.
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CN 1 804, Art. 1482.

The debts of the community are half
at the expense of each of the spouses or
his heirs ; the expenses of seals, inven
tory, sale of movables, liquidation, par
tition by licitaton and otherwise, are
part of these debts.

Les dettes de la communaute sont
pour moitie a la charge de chacun des
epOUX OU de leurs heritiers : les frais
de scelle, inventaire, vente de mobilier,
liquidation, licitation et partage, font
partie d e ces dettes.

ART. 2410. Both the wife and her heirs or assigns have the
privilege of being able to exonerate themselves from the debts con
tracted during the marriage, by renouncing the partnership or com
munity of gains.
RCC-1014 et seq., 1022, 1054, 2409, 2 4 1 1 et
1882, No. 4. RS-4 16.

seq.,

2419, 2423, 3525.

Acts

RCC 1870, Art. 2410.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2379.

Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)
La femme et ses heritiers ou ayant
cause ont le privilege de pouvoir s'af
franchir des dettes contractees pendant
le mariage, en renoncant a la societe ou
communaute d'acquets.

CC 1 808, p. 338, Art. 72.

-p. 339, Art. 72.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "marriage."

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"ayant cause."

CN 1 804, Art. 1453.

After the dissolution of the com
munity, the wife or her heirs and assigns
have the faculty of accepting or re
nouncing it. Any agreement to the con
trary is null.

Apres la dissolution de la commu
naute, la femme ou ses heritiers et
ayant-cause ont la faculte de !'accepter
ou d'y renoncer : toute convention con
traire est nulle.

ART. 2411. The wife, who renounces, loses every sort of right
to the effects of the partnership or community of gains.
But she takes back all her effects, whether dotal or extradotal.
RCC-1050, 2335, 2 3 3 7 , 2383, 2410, 2412, 2 4 1 4, 2416, 3525.
RCC 1 870, Art. 241 1 .

( Same as Art. 2411 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
La femme, qui renonce, perd toute
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
espece de droit sur les biens de la so
ciete ou communaute d'acquets.
Mais elle reprend tous ses biens do
But she takes back all her effects,
whether dotal, extradotal, hereditary or taux, extra-dotaux et propres.*
proper.*
CC 1 825, Art. 2380.

CC 1 808, p. 338, Art. 73.

-p. 339, Art. 73.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "wife."

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "femme."

CN 1 8 04, Art. 1492.

The wife who renounces loses every
sort of right to the effects of the com
munity, even to the movable property
which has entered into the community
on her account.
She takes back only the linen and
clothing in her use.

La femme qui renonce, perd toute
espece de droit sur Jes biens de la com
munaute, et meme sur le mobilier qui y
est entre de son chef.
Elle retire seulement Jes linges et
hardes a son usage.
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-Art. 1 493.

The wife who renounces has the right
to take back:
1. Immovables belonging to her,
when they exist in kind, or the immov
able which has been acquired as a rein
vestment ;
2. The price of her immovables
which have been sold, when no reinvest
ment has been made and accepted as is
stated above ;
3. Any indemnity that may be due
to her by the community.

La femme renoncante a le droit de
reprendre,
1. Les immeubles a elle appartenant,
lorsqu'ils existent en nature, ou l'im
meuble qui a ete acquis en remploi ;
2. Le prix de ses immeubles alienes
dont le remploi n'a pas ete fait et ac
cepte comme ii est dit ci-dessus ;
3. Toutes les indemnites qui peuvent
Jui etre dues par la communaute.

•Note error in English translation of French text; "hereditary or proper" should
be "or separate."

ART. 2412. The wife who has taken an active concern in the
effects of the community, can not renounce the same.
Acts which are simply administrative or conservatory, do not
come, in this article, under the denomination of active concern.
RCC-994, 997, 998, 2410, 2 4 1 1 .
RCC 1870, Art. 2412.

( Same as Art. 2412 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
La femme qui s'est immiscee dans les
The wife who took an active concern
in the effects of the community, cannot biens de la communaute ne peut y renoncer.
renounce the same.
Acts, which are simply administrative
Les actes purement administratifs ou
or conservatory, do not come here under conservatoires, n'emportent point imthe denomination of active concern.
mixtion.
CC 1825, Art. 2381.

CC 1 8 08, p. 338, Art. 74.

·P· 339, Art. 74.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "Acts."

Same as above ; but "immiscee" mis
spelled "immisce" ; comma (,) after
"communaute.''

CN 1 804, Art. 1 454.

Same as above.

Same as above ; but "immisce" cor
rectly spelled "immiscee"; no punctua
tion after "conservatoires."

ART. 2413. The surv1vmg wife, who wishes to preserve the
power of renouncing the community of gains, must make an inventory
within the delays and with the formalities prescribed for the hen·
eficiary heir.
RCC-1032 et seq., 2 4 1 4, 3 3 18, 3527.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2413.

Acts 1 8 8 2 , No. 4.

( Same as Art. 2413 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 300. Amendment adopted ; no comment)
La femme survivante, qui veut con
The surviving wife, who wishes to
server la faculte de renoncer a la com
preserve the power of renouncing the
community of gains, must make an in munaute d'acquets, doit faire inventaire
dans les delais et avec les formalites
ventory within the terms and with the
formalities prescribed for the bene prescrites a l'beritier beneficiaire.
ficiary heir.
CC 1 825, Art. 2382.
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1 808, p. 338, Art. 75.

The surviving wife who wishes to
preserve the faculty of renouncing the
p,artnership or community of gains, is
bound within three months from the day
of the death of her husband, or from
the day when his death was known to
her, t o cause to be made a true and
faithful inventory of all the effects of
the said partnership or c o mmunity by
a notary duly authorized t o that effect
by the parish judge and c ontradictorily
with the heirs of the husband or their
representatives, or after they have been
duly summoned.
This inventory when completed must
be sworn by her to be true and faithful,
before the public officer who shall have
executed the same.

La femme survivante qui veut con
server la faculte de renoncer a la so
ciete o u communaute d'acquets, doit,
dans les trois mois du jour du deces de
son mari, ou de celui ou son d e ces est
connu, faire faire un inventaire fidele
et exact de tous les biens de ladite so
ciete o u c ommunaute, par un notaire
public dilment autorise a cet effet par
le juge de paroisse, et contradictoire
ment avec !es heritiers du mari o u leurs
representans ou eux dument appeles.

Cet inventaire doit par elle etre af
firme sincere et veritable lors d e sa
cloture par-devant l'officier public qui
I'a re1;u.

CN 1 804, Art. 1456.
The surviving wife who wishes to pre
serve the faculty of renouncing the com
munity is bound, within three months
from the day of the death of her hus
band, to cause to be made a true and
faithful inventory of all the effects of
the c ommunity, contradictorily with the
heirs o f the husband, or after they have
been duly summoned.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

La femme survivante qui veut con
server la faculte de renoncer a la com
munaute, doit, dans !es trois mois du
jour du deces du mari, faire faire un
inventaire fidele et exact de tous les
biens de la communaute, contradictoire
ment avec les heritiers du mari, ou eux
dilment appeles.
Cet inventaire doit etre par elle af
firme sincere et veritable, !ors d e sa
cloture, devant l'officier public qui !'a
re�u.

ART. 2414. She ought also to make her renunciation within
the same delays which are allowed for the beneficiary heir to explain
his intentions.
After the expiration of these delays, she may he, in the same
manner, forced to make her decision, and judgment may be rendered
against her as a partner, unless she renounces.
242 2 .

RCC-1017, 1 0 3 2 et seq., 1050, 1055 et seq., 2 4 1 1 , 2413, 2 4 1 5 , 2 4 1 9 , 2 4 2 0 ,
Acts 1 8 8 2 , No. 4.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2414.

( Same as Art. 2 4 1 4 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same a s above.
Substitution t adopted ; no com( Projet, p. 300.
ment)
Elle doit egalement faire sa renon
She o ught also to make her renuncia
ciation dans !es de!ais qui sont prescrits
tion, within the same terms which are
a l'heritier beneficiaire pour s'expliquer.
allowed for the beneficiary heir to ex
plain his intentions.
Ces delais passes, elle peut etre, de la
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.
meme maniere, forcee a s'expliquer, et
condamnee comme commune, si elle ne
renonce pas.

CC 1 825, Art. 2383.

CC 1 808, p. 338, Art. 76.

-p. 339, Art. 76.

Within three months and forty days
from the death of the husband or from
the first knowledge of said death, the
wife is to make her renunciation before
a notary public and to witnesses.

Dans les trois mois et quarante jours
du deces d u mari, ou de la connaissance
qu'on en a eue, la femme doit faire sa
renonciation par-devant un notaire, en
presence de deux temoins.
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-p. 338, Art. 78.

-p. 339, Art. 78.

The widow who has made no renuncia
tion within the term above prescribed,
has not forfeited the right of renounc
ing, if she has not taken an active con
cern, and if she has made an inventory.
-Only she may be sued as concerned in
common, until she does renounce, and
she shall pay the costs of the suit against
her until she renounced.
She may likewise be sued after the
expiration of the forty days since the
inventory was closed, if it was closed
before the end of the three m onths.

La veuve, qui n'a point" fait sa re
nonciation dans le delai ci-dessus pres
crit, n'est pas dechue de la faculte de
r<moncer, si elle ne s'est pas immiscee
et qu'elle ait fait inventaire ; elle peut
seulement etre poursuivie comme com
mune, jusqu'a ce qu'elle renonce, et elle
doit Jes frais faits contre elle jusqu'a
sa renonciation.
Elle ne peut [Elle peutl, egalement,
etre poursuivie apres !'expiration des
quarante j o urs, depuis la cloture de
l'inventaire, s'il a ete clos avant Jes trois
mois.

CN 1 804, Art. 1457.
Within three months and forty days
from the death of the husband, she is
to make her renunciation in the office
of the clerk of the court of first in
stance in the district in which the hus
band had his domicile ; this act is to be
inscribe d upon the register kept to re
ceive renunciations of successions.

Dans Jes trois mois et quarante j ours
apres le deces du mari, elle doit faire
sa renonciation au greffe du tribunal de
premiere
instance dans l'arron d isse
ment duquel le mari avait son domicile ;
cet acte doit etre inscrit sur le registre
etabli pour recevoir les renonciations a
successions.

-Art. 1 459.
Same as CC 1808, p. 338, Art. 78,
above.

ART.

2415.

La veuve qui n'a point fait sa renon
ciation dans le delai ci-dessus prescrit,
n'est pas dechue de la faculte de renon
cer si elle ne s'est point immiscee et
qu' elle ait fait inventaire ; elle peut
seulement etre poursuivie comme com
mune jusqu'a ce qu'elle ait renonce, et
elle doit les frais faits contre elle
jusqu'a sa renonciation.
Elle peut egalement etre poursuivie
apres !'expiration des quarante j ours
depuis la cloture de l'inventaire, s'il a
ete clos avant !es trois mois.

The renunciation of the p artnership* by the wife

must h e made before a notary or a parish recorder, and two witnesses.
RCC-1 0 1 7, 2234, 2236, 2 4 1 0, 24 14.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2415.
Same a s above.

( Same as Art. 2415 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

CC 1825, Art. 2384.

(Projet, p.

ment)
The renunciation of the partnership*
by the wife must be made before a
notary and two witnesses.

300.

Amendment adopted ;

no

com-

La renonciation de la femme a la
communaute * doit se faire par devant
un notaire et deux temoins.

CC 1 808, pp. 338, 339, Art. 76.
Quoted under RCC 1870, Art. 2 4 14, above.
CN 1804, Art. 1457.
Quoted under RCC 1 8 7 0 , Art. 2 4 1 4, above.
*Note error in English translation of French text ;
"community."

"partnership" should be

Her linen and clothes shall not, in any case, he
comprised in the inventory ; she has a right to take them without any
formality.

ART.

2416.

RCC-23 69, 2405, 2 4 1 1 .
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RCC 1870, Art. 2416.
Same as ·above.
cc 1 825, Art. 2385.

(Projet, p. 300.

Same as above.

Addition + adopted ; no comment)

Le linge et les hardes a !'usage de la
femme ne doivent, en aucun cas, etre
compris dans l'inventaire ; elle a le droit
de les reprendre sans aucune formalite.

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2417. The widow, above the age of majority, who has
allowed a judgment to pass against her a s a partner, hy a court of
general jurisdiction, shall lose the power o f renouncing.
RCC-988, 1000, 1 0 3 7 , 1 057, 2806.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2417.

( Same as Art. 2 4 1 7 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
( Projet, p. 300.
Addition amended and adopted ;
no comment)
The widow, above the age of majority,
La veuve majeure, qui s'est laissee
who has allowed a judgment to pass
condamner comme commune par une
cour d e jurisdiction illimitee, est desor
against her as a partner, by a court of
unlimited jurisdiction, shall lose the
mais dechue de la faculte de renoncer.
power of renouncing.
CC 1825, Art. 2386.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2418. The widow who has concealed or made away with
any of the effects of the partnership or community of gains, is declared
to he a partner in community, notwithstanding her renunciation. It
is the same with respect to her* heirs.
RCC-1029, 1061, 1 8 4 9.
RCC 1870, Art. 2418.

( Same as Art. 2418 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2387.

( No reference in Projet)

The widow, who has concealed or
made away with any of the effects of
the partnership or community of gains,
is declared to be concerne d in common,
notwithstanding her renunciation. It is
the same with respect to her• heirs.

La veuve, qui a diverti ou recele quelqu'effet de la societe ou communaute
d'acquets, est declaree commune, non
obstant sa renonciation ; il en est de
meme a l'egard des* Mritiers.

cc 1 808, p. 338, Art. 79.

·P· 339, Art. 79.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"partnership" ; dash (-) after "renun
ciation" ; no punctuation after "widow."

La veuve, qui a diverti ou recele quel
que effet de Ia societe ou communaute
d'acquets, est declaree commune, non
obstant sa renonciation ; il en est de
meme a l'egard de ses heritiers.

CN 1 804, Art. 1460.
Same as above ; RCC 1870 preferred.

La veuve qui a diverti ou recele quelques effets de la communaute, est de
claree commune, nonobstant sa renon
ciation ; ii en est de meme a l'egard de
ses heritiers.

•Note error in English translation of French text; "her" should be "the."
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ART. 2419. If the widow dies before the expiration of the
above fixed delay, without having made or closed the inventory, the
heirs shall be allowed, for the purpose of making or closing it, another
term of equal length, to he.gin from the day of the death of the widow,
and of thirty days more to deliberate, after the inventory shall have
been closed.
If the widow dies after the inventory was closed, her heirs shall
he allowed to deliberate a nother term of thirty days, to begin from
her death.
They may, however,* renounce the partnership or community
of gains, according to the forms above established.
RCC-1 032 et lieq., 1050 et seq., 2410 et seq., 2 4 14, 2420, 2422, 2423.
RCC 1870, Art. 241 9.
Same as above.
( Projet, p. 300. Amendment adopted ; comment
b y redactors)
Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
Si la veuve meurt, avant I'expiration
des delais ci-dessus fixes, sans avoir fait
"her heirs shall be allowed", and after
"allowed, to deliberate" ; n o punctuaou termine l'inventaire, ses heritiers au
ront, pour le faire ou le terminer, un
tion after "may", or after "however."
nouveau delai de semblable duree, a
compter du deces de la veuve, et de
trente j ours pour deliberer apres la clo
ture de l'inventaire.
Si la veuve meurt, ayant termine
l'inventaire, ses heritiers auront, pour
deliberer, un nouveau delai de trente
jours, a compter de son deces.
Ils peuvent au surplus• renoncer a
la societe ou communaute d'acquets,
dans les formes etablies ci-dessus.
CC 1 825, Art. 2388.

CC 1 808, p. 340, Art. 80.

-p. 341, Art. 80.

If the widow dies before the expira
tion of the three months, without hav
ing made or closed the inventory, the
heirs shall be allowed, for the purpose
of making or closing the inventory, an
other term of three months to begin
from the day of the death of the widow,
and of forty days more to deliberate,
after . the inventory shall have been
closed.
If the widow dies after the inventory
was closed, her heirs shall be allowed
to deliberate another term of forty days
to begin from her death.
They may however• renounce the
partnership or community of gains, ac
cording to the forms above established
and the 75 and 76 articles of this title
are applicable to them.

Si la veuve meurt, avant !'expiration
des trois mois, sans avoir fait ou ter
mine I'inventaire, ses heritiers auront,
pour faire ou pour terminer l'inven
taire, un nouveau delai de trois mois,
a compter du deces de la veuve, et de
quarante jours pour deliberer, apres la
c!Oture de l'inventaire.

Si la veuve meurt, ayant termine
l'inventaire, ses heritiers auront, pour
deliberer, un nouveau delai de quarante
jours, a compter de son deces.
!ls peuvent, au surplus,* renoncer a
la societe ou communaute d'acquets,
dans ]es formes etablies ci-dessus, et les
articles 75 et 76 du present titre, leur
sont applicables.

CN 1 804, Art. 1461.
Pars. 1, 2 same as pars. 1, 2 , above.

Si la veuve meurt avant !'expiration
des trois mois sans avoir fait ou ter
mine l'inventaire, les heritiers auront,
pour faire ou pour terminer l'inventaire,
un nouveau delai de trois mois, a comp
ter du deces d e la veuve, et de quarante
jours pour deliberer, apres la clOture de
l'inventaire.
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2420

Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but no
punctuation after "meurt'', or after
"jours."
Ils peuvent, au surplus, reno ncer a
_
,
Ia communaute dans !es formes etabhes
ci-dessus ; et !es articles 1 4 5 8 et 1 4 5 9
Ieur sont applicables.

They may,
furthermore, renounce
the community, according to the forms
above established ; and Articles 1 4 5 8
and 1 4 5 9 are applicable to them.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "however" should be "further
more."

ART.

2420.

Repealed by Acts 1 92 6, No. 49.

RCC 1870, Art. 2420.

( Same as Art. 2 4 2 0 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

The wife, separated from b e d and board, who has n o t within the delays ab ?ve
fixed to begin from the separation finally pronounced, accepted the commumty,
is su posed to have renounced the same ; unless, being still within the term, she
has obtained a prolongation from the judge, after the husband was heard, or
after he was duly summoned.

�

( Projet, p. 3 0 0 .
Amendment adopted ; comment
by redactors)
The wife, separated from bed and
La femme, separee de corps, qui n'a
board, who has not, within the delays
point, dans le delai ci-dessus fixe, a
above fixed, to begin from the separacompter de la separation definitivement
prononcee, accepte la communaute, est
tion finally pronounced, accepted the
community, is supposed to have recensee y avoir renonce, a moins qu'etant
nounced the same ; unless, being still
encore dans le delai, elle n'en ait obtenu
within the term, she has obtained a prola prolongation en justice, c ontradic
rogation from the judge, after the hustoirement avec le mari, ou lui dument
band was heard, or after he was duly
app ele.

CC 1 825, Art. 2389.

summoned.

-p. 3 4 1 , Art. 8 1 .

CC 1808, p. 340, Art. 81.
The wife separated from bed and
board, who has not, within the three
months and forty days after the separa
tion finally pronounced, accepted the
community, is supposed to have re
nounced the same, unless being still
within the term, she has obtained a
prorogation from the judge, after the
husband was heard, or after he was
duly summoned.
The acceptance of the partnership or
community of gains, shall be made in
the same form as is above prescribed
for the renunciation of the same. ( Par.
2 suppressed on recommendation of
redactors ; see comment, Projet, p. 3 0 0 )

La femme, separee de corps, qui n'a
point, dans !es trois mois e t quarante
j ours apres la separation d efinitivement
prononcee, accepte la communaute, est
censee y avoir renonce, a moins, qu'etant
encore dans le delai, elle n'en ait obtenu
la prorogation en j ustice, contradictoire
ment avec le mari, ou lui dument ap
pele.
L'acceptation de Ia societe, ou com
munaute d'acquets, doit se faire dans
la meme forme qui est prescrite ci-des
sus pour la renonciation. (Par. 2 sup
pressed on recommendation of redac
tors ; see comment, Projet, p. 3 0 0 )

CN 1 804, Art. 1 463.
The wife who is divorced or separated
from bed and board and who has not,
within the three months and forty days
after the divorce or the separation has
been finally pronounced, accepted the
community, is supposed to have re
nounced the same, unless, being still
within the term, she has obtained a pro
longation from the judge, after the
husband was heard or after he was duly
summoned.

La femme divorcee O U separee d e
corps, qui n ' a point dans l e s trois mois
et quarante jours apres l e divorce ou
la separation definitivement prononces,
accepte la communaute, est censee y
avoir renonce, a moins qu'etant encore
dans le delai, elle n'en ait obtenu Ia
prorogation en justice, contradictoire
ment avec le mari, O U Jui dument appele.

ART. .242 1 . The creditors of the wife may attack the renun
. .
c1at10n,
which may have been made by her or hy her heirs with a
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Art.

2422

view to defraud her creditors, and accept the community of gains in
their own names.
RCC-6 2 4 , 1021, 1 0 7 1 et seq., 1 4 2 1 , 1847, 1 9 6 9 , 1 9 7 0 , 1978, 1 9 8 9 , 1 9 9 0 ,
2 4 2 3 , 2 4 3 3 , 2 434, 3466.

RCC 1 870, Art. 242 1 .

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2390.

Same as above.

( No reference in Projet)
Les creanciers de la femme peuvent
attaquer la renonciation, qui aura ete
faite par elle ou par ses heritiers en
fraude de leurs creances, et accepter la
communaute d'acquets de leur chef.

CC 1808, p. 340, Art. 82.

·P· 341, Art. 82.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"heirs" ; no punctuation after "renun·
ciation."

Les creanciers de la femme peuvent
attaquer la renonciation qui aurait ete
faite par elle ou par ses heritiers, en
fraude de leurs creances, et accepter la
communaute d'acquets de leur chef.

CN 1.804, Art. 1464.

The creditors of the wife may attack
the renunciation which may have been
made by her or by her heirs with a
view to defraud her creditors, and ac
cept the community in their own
names.

Les creanciers de la femme peuvent
attaquer la renonciation qui aurait ete
faite par elle ou par ses heritiers en
fraude de leurs creances, et accepter
la communaute de leur chef.

ART. 2422. The widow, whether she accept or renounce, has
a right, during the delays which are granted to her to make an in
ventory and deliberate, to receive her maintenance and that of her
servants out of the provisions in store ; and if there he none, she has
a right to borrow on account of the common stock, on the condition,
however, of using the privilege with moderation.
She owes no rent for the residence she may have made, during
such term, in a house appertaining to the community or belonging to
the heirs of the husband ; and if the house, which both husband and
wife did inhabit at the time of the dissolution of the marriage, was
rented by them, the wife shall not contribute, during the same term,
to the payment of the rent, which shall he taken out of what belongs
to the whole.
RCC- 1 0 5 0 , 2374, 2 4 1 4.

RCC 1 870, Art. 2422.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2391.

Same as above.

(Projet, p. 300. Amendment adopted ; comment
by redactors)
La veuve, soit qu'elle accepte, soit
qu'elle renonce, a droit, pendant !es
delais qui lui sont accordes pour faire
inventaire et pour deliberer, de prendre
sa nourriture et celle de ses domestiques
sur les provisions existantes, et a defaut,
par emprunt au compte de la masse
commune, a la charge d'en user modere
ment.
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COMPILED EDITION
Elle ne doit aucun loyer, a raison de
!'habitation qu'elle a pu faire pendant
ces delais dans une maison dependant
de Ia c ommunaute, et [ouJ appartenant
aux heritiers du mari ; et si la maison,
que les epoux habitaient a l'epoque de
la dissolution du mariage, etait tenue
par eux a titre de loyer, la femme n e
contribuera point, pendant l e s memes
delais, au payement de cc loyer, lequel
sera pris sur la masse.

-p. 3 4 1 , Art. 83.

CC 1 808, p. 340, Art. 83.
The widow, whether she accept or re
nounce, has a right during the three
months and forty days which are granted
to her to make an inventory and delib
erate, to receive her maintenance and
that of her servants out of the provi
sions in store, and if there be none, she
has a right to borrow on account of the
common stock, on the condition how
ever of using the privilege with modera
tion.
She owes no rent for the residence
she may have made during said term,
in a house appertaining to the com
munity or belonging to the heirs of the
husband, and if the house which both
husband and wife did inhabit at the time
of the dissolution of the marriage, was
rented by them, the wife shall not con
tribute during the same term, to the
payment of said rent, which shall be
taken out of what belongs to the
whole.

CN

La veuve soit qu'elle acceptc, soit
qu'elle renonce, a droit pendant !cs
trois mois et quarante jours qui Jui sont
accordes pour faire inventairc ct potl l'
deliberer, de prendre sa n o urriture ct
celle de ses d omestiques, sur lcs pro
visions existantes, et a defaut, par cm
prunt, au compte de la masse commu n e ,
a la charge d'en user moderement.

Elle ne doit aucun loyer, a raison de
)'habitation qu'elle a pu faire pendant
ces delais, dans une maison dependant
de la communaute ou appartenant aux
heritiers du mari, et si la maison que
!es epoux habitaient a l'epoque de la dis
solution du mariage, etait tenue par
eux a titre d e loyer, la femme n e con
tribuera point pendant les memes delais
au payement dudit Joyer, lequel sera
pris sur la masse.

1 804, Art. 1465.

Par.

1 same as par. 1, above.

She owes no rent for the residence
she may have made, during said term
in a house appertaining to the com�
munity or belonging to the heirs of the
husband ; and if the house which both
husband and wife did inhabit at the
time of the dissolution of the commu
nity, was rented by them, the wife shall
not contribute, during the same term,
to the payment of said rent, which shall
be taken out of what belongs to the
whole.

La veuve, soit qu'elle accepte, soit
qu'elle renonce, a droit, pendant Jes
trois mois et quarante j ours qui Jui
sont accordes pour faire inventaire et
deliberer, de prendre sa n ourriture e t
celle de s e s domestiques s u r J e s provi
sions existantes, et, a defaut, par em
prunt au compte de la masse commune,
a la charge d'en user moderement.
Elle ne doit aucun loyer a raison de
!'habitation qu'elle a pu faire, pendant
ces delais, dans une maison dependante
de la comm;unaute ou appartenant aux
heritiers du mari ; et si la maison qu'ha
bitaient Jes epoux a l'epoque de la dis
solution de la c ommunaute, etait tenue
par eux a titre de loyer, la femme ne
contribuera point, pendant Jes memes
delais, au paiement dudit loyer, lequel
sera pris sur la masse.

ART. 2423. In case of the dissolution of the marriage by the
deat1! of the wife, h �r heirs may renounce the partnership or com
_
_
the term and according to the forms which the
w1thm
munity of �ams,
law prescribes to the surviving wife.
RCC-9 1 5 , 9 1 6 , 1 00 7, 2 4 1 0 et seq., 2 4 1 8 , 2 4 1 9 , 2 4 2 1 .
R C C 1870, Art. 2423.
Same as above.
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CC 1 825, Art. 2392.

Same as above.

Art. 2425

(No reference in Projet)
Dans le cas de la dissoluti o n du ma
riage par la mort de la femme, ses heri
tiers peuvent renoncer a la societe ou
communaute d'acquets, dans les delais
et dans les formes que la loi prescrit a
la femme survivante.

CC 1808, p. 340, Art. 84.

-p. 341, Art. 84.

Same as above.

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1.466.

In case of the dissolution of the com
munity by the death of the wife, her
heirs may renounce the community
within the term and according to the
forms which the law prescribes to the
surviving wife.

Dans le cas de dissolution de la com
munaute par la mort de la femme, ses
heritiers peuvent renoncer a la com
munaute dans les delais et dans Jes
formes que la loi prescrit a la femme
survivante.

Section 2-0F THE MODIFIED OR LIMITED COMMUNITY

ART. 2424. Married persons may, by their marriage contract,
modify the legal community, as they think fit, either by agreeing that
the portions shall be unequal, or by specifying the property, belong
ing to either of them, of which the fruits shall not enter into the
partnership.*
RCC-1764, 2325, 2 3 2 6 , 2332, 2 402.
RCC 1 870, A r t . 2424.

Same as above.

CC 1808.

(Projet, p.' 3 0 0. A ddition adopted ; no comment)
Les epoux peuvent, dans leur contrat
de mariage, modifier la communaute le
gale, comme bon leur semble, soit en
stipulant que les parts seront inegales,
soit en specifiant quels seront les biens
de l'un ou de l'autre dont les fruits ne
tomberont pas dans la communaute. *
No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

CC 1825, Art. 2393.

Same as above.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1800 ) , Book III, Title X, A1't. 1 1 3.

Married persons may, by their mar
riage contract, either exclude the com
munity completely, or modify, augment
or restrict it.

Les conjoints peuvent, par leur con
trat de mariage, ou exclure totalement
la communaute, ou la modifier, !'aug
menter ou la restreindre.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "partnership" should be
"community."

Chapter 4-0F THE SEPARATION OF PROPERTY PRAYED FOR BY THE
WIFE DURING MARRIAGE

ART. 2425. The wife may, during the marriage, petition
against the husband for a separation of property, whenever her dowry
is in danger, owing to the mismanagement of her husband, or other
wise or when the disorder of his affairs induces her to believe that
his ;state may not be sufficient to meet her rights and claims.
RCC-123, 1 5 5, 156, 2364, 2366, 2391, 2426
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et seq.,

2437, 3524, 3 5 5 5 .

Art. 2426

COMPILED EDITION

RCC 1870, Art. 2425.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2399.

(No reference i n Pro j e t )

e,
L a femme peut, pendan t l e mariag
former contre le mari une deman de en
ue
separation de biens, toutes !es fois q
_
sa dot est mise en peril par la mauva1 se
conduit e d u mari ou autrem ent, o u
lorsque le desordr e d e s e s affaires fait
craindre que ses biens n e soient pas

Same as above.

suffisans pour remplir Jes droits ct
prises de s a femme.

re

CC 1 808, p. 340, Art. 86.

·P· 3 4 1 , Art. 86.

The wife may, during the marriage,
petition against the husband for a
separation of property, whenever her
dowry is in danger, owing to the mismanagement of the husband, or otherwise, or when the disorder of his affairs
induces her to believe that his estate
may not be sufficient to meet her rights

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"du mari."

and claims.

CN 1 804, Art. 1443, par. 1 .
S eparation o f property c a n only be
petitioned for by the wife whose dowry
is in danger, and when the disorder of
the husband's affairs gives reason to
believe that the latter's estate may not
be sufficient to meet the wife's rights
and claims.

La separation de biens ne peut etre
poursuivie qu'en justice par la femme
dont la dot est mise en peril, et lorsque
le desordre des affaires du mari donne
lieu d e craindre que Jes biens de celui
ci ne soient point suffisans pour remplir
Jes droits et reprises de la femme.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title X, Art. 5 7 .
The wife may, during the marriage,
petition against the husband for a
separation of property, whenever her
dowry is in danger owing to the mismanagement of the husband, and when
the disorder of his affairs induces her
to believe that his estate may not b e
sufficient to meet her rights and claims.

La femme peut, pendant l e mariage,
former contre le mari une demande e n
separation de biens, toutes les fois que
sa dot est mise en peril par la mau
vaise conduite du mari, et que le de
sordre de ses affaires fait craindre que
ses biens n e soient point suffisans pour
remplir les droits et reprises de la
femme.

ART. 2426. The neglect to reinvest the dotal effects of the wife,
in cases where the law directs such reinvestment, is also sufficient cause
for the wife to demand a separation of property.
RCC-2 3 60, 2425, 2 4 2 7 et seq.
RCC 1870, Art. 2426.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2400.

Same

as

above.

(Projet, p. 3 0 1 .

CC 1 808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1 804.

No corresponding article.

Addition t adopted ; no comment)

Le defaut de remploi des biens do
taux de la femme, darns le cas ou la
loi prescrit ce remploi, est aussi une
cause suffisante pour autoriser la femme
a demander la separation de biens.
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Art. 2428

ART. 2427. The wife must petition for the separation o f prop·
erty, and it can only be ordered by a court of justice, after hearing all
parties. It can, in no case, be referred to arbitration.
Every voluntary separation of property is null, both as respects
third persons and the husband and wife between themselves.
RCC-140, 2425, 2426, 2 428.
RCC 1870, Art. 2427.

( Same as Art. 2427 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
Separation of property must be petitioned for and ordered by a court of
j usti c e , after hearing all parties. It can,
in no case, be referred to arbitration.
Par. 2 same as par 2, above ; but
"respects" misspelled "respect."

Projet)
La separation de biens doit etre demandee et ordonnee en justice, en con
naissance de cause ; elle ne peut etre
portee devant des arbitres.
Toute separation de biens volontaire
est nulle, tant a l'egard des tiers, qu'a
l'egard des conjoints entr'eux.

CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 87.

-p. 343, Art. 87.

CC 1 825, Art. 2401.

(No reference in

Separation of property must be peti
tioned for in and ordered by a court of
justice after hearing all parties. It can
in no case be referred to arbitration.
Every voluntary separation of property
is null both as respect [respects] third
persons, and the husband and wife be
tween themselves.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
"tiers."

after

CN 1.804, Art. 1 443, par. 2.
Toute

Every voluntary separation is null.

separation volontaire est nulle.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800) , Book III, Title X, Art. 58.

Separation of property must be peti-

La separation de biens doit etre demandee et ordonnee en justice, en con

tioned for and ordered by a court of
justice, after hearing all parties, according to the findings of the commissaire
du Gouvernement, and without it being

naissance de cause, sur les conclusions
du commissaire du gouvernement, et
sans qu'elle puisse etre portee devant

possible to refer it to arbitration.
Every voluntary separatio n is null,
both as respects third persons and the

des arbitres.
Toute separation volontaire est nulle,
tant a l ' eg ard des tiers qu'a l'egard des

husband and

wife between themselves.

conjoints

entre

eux.

ART. 2428. The separation of property, although decreed by
court of justice, is null, if it has not been executed by the payment
of the rights and claims of the wife, made to appear by an a uthentic
act, as far as the estate o f the husband can meet them, or at least by a
bona fide non-interrupted suit to obtain payment.

a

RCC-2234, 2 236, 242 5

et seq.

RCC 1870, Art. 2428.

Same as above.
CC 1825, Art. 2402.

Same as above.

(No reference in Projet)

La separation de biens, quoique pro
en justice, est nulle, si elle n'a
point ete executee par le payement des
droits et reprises de la femme, effec
tuee [ e ffectue] par un acte authentique,
jusqu'a c oncurrence des biens du mari,
ou au moins, par des poursuites suivies
noncee

et non interrompues pour procurer le

payement.
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Art. 2429

·P· 343, Art. 88.

CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 88.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "them."
CN

1 804, Art.

1 444.

The separation of property, although
decreed by a court of justice, is null
if it has not been executed by the actual
payment of the rights and claims of the
wife, made to appear by an authentic
act, as far as the estate of the husband
can meet them, or at least by a suit
commenced within the fortnight follow
ing the decree, and not interrupted
thereafter.

Same as abov e ; but comma ( , ) after
''interrompues."

La separation de biens, quoique pro
noncee en justice, est nulle si elle n'a
point ete executee par le paiernent reel
des droits et reprises de la femme, ef
fectue par acte authentique, jusqu'a
concurrence des biens du mari, ou au
moins par des poursuites c o rnmencees
dans la quinzaine qui a suivi le juge
ment, e t non interrornpues clepuis.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title X, Art. 5 9 .
Same as C C 1 808, p.

3 42, Art.

88,

above.

L a s eparation de biens, quoique prononcee en j ustice, est nulle, si elle n'a
point ete executee par un paiement ree l
des droits et reprises de la femme,
effectue par acte authentique, jusqu'a
la concurrence des biens d u mari, ou
au moins par des poursuites serieuses
et non interrompues pour procurer le
paiement.

ART. 2429. The separation of property, obtained hy the wife,
must be published three times in the public newspapers, at farthest
within three months after the judgment which ordered the same.
If there be no paper published in the place where the j udgment
is rendered, the publication must he made in that which is published
in the place nearest to it.
RCC-1 1 1 7 , 2425, 2 426.
RCC 1870, Art. 2429.

(Same as Art. 2 4 2 9 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 3 0 1 .
Amendment adopte d ; n o comment)
The separation of property, obtained
La separation de biens, obtenue par
by the wife, must be published three
la femme, doit etre annoncee par trois
times, both in the English and French
fois en Anglais et en Fran�ais, par la
languages, in the public papers, at
voie des papiers publics, au plus tard
farthest within three months after the
dans le trois mois de la sentence qui
judgment which ordered the same.
la p rononce.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.
S'il ne s'imprime point de papier pu
blic
ans le lieu ou la sentence est pro
noncee, cette annonce devra se faire
dans celui qui s'imprime dans le lieu le
plus voisin.
CC 1 825, Art. 2403.

�

CC 1 8 08, p. 342, Art. 89.

The separation of property obtained
by the wlfe must be published three
times, both in the English and French
languages, in at least two of the news
papers which are printed in New-Or
leans, at farthest within three months
after the judgment which ordered the
same.

·p. 343, Art. 89.

�

La separat o n de biens o btenu
e par
_
la femm e, d01t etre
anno ncee par trois
.
fo1� en anglais et en fran�
ais, dans au
�oms deux des gazettes qui s'imp rimen t
a l a Nouvelle-Orleans, au
plus tard
dans les trois mois , de la
sentence qui
la prononce.

CN 1 804, Art. 1.445, par. 1 .

Every separation of property
must
before its execu tion, be made
publi c b

;

Toute separation de biens doit avant
son execution, etre rendue p blique
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notice on a bulletin board kept for this
purpose in the main hall of the court
of first instance, and moreover, if the
husband is a m erchant, a banker, or a
business man, in that of the court of
commerce of the place wherein he has
his domicile ; and this under penalty of
nullity of the execution.

Art. 2431

par l'affiche sur un tableau a ce destine,
dans la principale salle du tribunal de
premiere instance, et de p lus, si le
mari est marchand, banquier ou com
mer�ant, dans celle du tribunal de
commerce du lieu de son domicile ; et
ce a p eine de nullite de !'execution.

ART. 2430. The wife, who has obtained the separatio n of prop
erty, may, nevertheless, accept the partnership or community of gains,
which has existed till that time, if it be her interest so to do, and upon
her contributing, in case of acceptance, to pay the common debts.
She retakes, also, her dowry and all she brought in marriage, or
which she acquired separately during the marriage by inheritance or
otherwise.
RCC-1 2 3 , 2 3 3 4, 2 3 3 5 , 2337 et seq., 2363, 2 3 66 et seq . , 2383, 2 3 9 1 , 2409.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2430.

(Same as Art. 2 4 3 0 of Proposed Revision of 1 8 6 9 )

S a m e a s above.
(No reference in Projet)
Par. 1 same as par. 1, above.
La femme, qui a obtenu la separation
de biens, peut neanmoins accepter la
societe o u communaute d'acquets, qui a
existe jusqu'a cette epoque, si elle y a
un interet, pourvu qu'en cas d'accepta
tion elle contribue au payement des
dettes communes.
She retakes, besides, her dowry and
Elle reprend, en outre, sa dot et tout
all she brought in marriage, or which
ce qu'elle a apporte en mariage, ou qui
fell to her during the marriage, in ef
lui est survenu, pendant sa duree, en
fects hereditary or proper.*
bi ens hereditaires ou prop res ; *

CC 1 825, Art. 2404.

CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 90.

-p. 343, Art. 90.

The wife who has obtained the sepa
ration of property, may n evertheless
accept the partnership or c ommunity of
gains which has existed till that time,
if it be her interest so to do, and by her
contributing in case of acceptance, to
pay the common debts.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above ; but
comma ( , ) after "her" ; no punctuation
after "retakes", or after "in marriage."

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"peut", after "neanmoins", after "d'ac
ceptation", after "dot", and after
after
( ;)
"hereditaires" ; semicolon
"communes" ; no punctuation after
"femme."

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title X, Art. 61.

The wife who has obtained the separation of property may nevertheless
accept the community which �as existed
till that time, if it be her interest so
to do.

La femme qui a obtenu l a separation
de biens, peut neanmoins accepter la
� ommuna�te qui a exis:e j ':_squ'a cette
epoque , s1 elle y a un mteret.

*Note error in English translation of French text ; "proper" should be "sepa
rate."

ART. 2431. The separation of property does not impart to the
.
wife any of the rights o f a surviving wife ; but she preserves the right
of exercising them, in case of the death of her husband.
RCC 1870, Art. 2431.

(Same as Art. 2 4 3 1 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
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(No reference in Projet)
The separation of property does not
La separation de biens, ne d ? nne pas
.
·mpart to the wife any of the rights of
ouverture aux dro1ts de surv1e de la
surviving wife ; but she keeps the
femme ; mais elle conserve la faculte d�
right of exercising them, in case of the
les exercer dans le cas de mort du man.
death of her husband.
CC 1825, Art. 2405.

�

-p. 343, Art. 92.

CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 92.

La separation de biens ne donne
point ouverture aux droits de survie de
la femme, mais elle conserve la faculte
de les exercer dans le cas de mort du
mari.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after
"surviving wife" ; no punctuation after
"them."

C N 1 804, Art. 1.452.

La dissolution de communaute operee
par le divorce OU par Ja separation SOit
de corps et de biens, soit de biens
seulement, ne donne pas ouverture aux
droits de survie de la femme ; mais
celle-ci conserve la faculte de !es cxer
cer !ors de la mort naturelle ou civile
de son mari.

The dissolution of the community,
effected by divorce or by separation
from bed and board and of property,
or of property only, does not impart to
the wife any of the rights of a surviving
wife ; but she preserves the right of
exercising them at the time of the
natural or civil death of her husband.

Projet du Gouvernement ( 1 800 ) , Book III, Title X, Art. 63.

La separation de biens ne donne
point ouverture aux droits de survie
de la femme ; mais elle conserve la
faculte de les exercer dans le cas de
mort naturelle de son mari.

The separation of property does not
impart to the wife any of the rights
of a surviving wife ; but she keeps the
right of exercising them in case of the
natural death of her husband.

ART. 2432. The judgment which pronounces the separation of
property, is retroactive as far back as the clay on which the petition
for the same was filed.
RCC 1870, Art. 2432.

Same as above.
(No reference in Projet)
Same as above ; but comma (,) after
Le jugement, qui prononce Ja sepa"judgment."
ration de biens, remonte, quant a ses
effets, au jour de Ia demande.
CC 1 825, Art. 2406.

C C 1 808, p. 342, Art. 93.

·P· 343, Art. 93.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "judgment."

Same as above.

CN l 804, Art. 1445, par. 2.

Same as above.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "jugement."

ART. 2433. The personal creditors of the wife can not with
out her consent, petition for a separation o f property between h�r and
her husband.
Neverthele�s, in cas� of the failure or discomfiture of the husband,
they may exercise the rights of their debtor to the amount of their
.
credits.
RCC-1 9 9 1 , 2421, 2 434, 3 5 2 5 .

RCC 1870, Art. 2433.

Same as above.
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CC 1 825, Art. 2407.

Art.

2435

( No reference in Projet)

Same as above.

Les creanciers personnels de la femme
ne peuvent, sans son consentement,
demander la separation de biens.
Neanmoins, en cas de faillite ou de
decomfiture [deconfiturel du mari, ils
peuvent exercer les droits de leur de

bitrice, jusqu'a concurrence du montant
de leurs creances.
CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 94.

-p. 343, Art. 94.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "Nevertheless."

Same as a bove ; but "decomfiture"
correctly spelled "deconfiture" ; c om
ma ( , ) after "faillite."

CN 1 804, Art.

Same

as

1446.

above.

Same as above; but no punctuation
after "faillite", or after "debitrice."

ART. 2434. The creditors of the husband may object to the
separation of property decreed and even executed with a view to de
fraud them. They may even become parties to the suit for a separation
of property, and he heard against it.
RCC-1 847, 1968, 1 9 6 9 , 1 99 1 , 2421, 2433.
RCC 1 870, Art. 2434.

( Same as Art. 2434 of Proposed Revision of 1869)

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2408.

( No reference in Projet)

creditors of the husband may
object to the separation of property
decreed and even executed with a view
to defraud them. They may e ve n become parties to the suit concerning the
petition for a separation of property,
and be heard against it.
The

Les creanciers du mari p e uvent se
pourvoir contre la separation de biens
prononcee et meme executee en fraude
de leurs droits ; ils peuvent meme inter
venir dans !'instance, sur la demande
en separation, pour la contester.
-p.

CC 1.808, p. 342, Art. 95.

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after
"executed", and after "them."

343, Art. 95.

Same as above ; but comma (,) after

"prononcee."

CN 1 804, Art. 1447.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "prononcee", after "!'instance",
or after "en separation."

Same as above.

ART. 2435. The wife, who has obtained the separation of prop
erty, must contribute, in proportion to her fortune and to that of her
husband, both to the household expenses and to those of the education
of their children.
She is hound to support those expenses alone, if there remains
nothing to her husband.
RCC-1 19, 227, 2 347, 2 3 4 9 , 2358, 2359, 2389, 2 3 95.
RCC 1870, Art. 2435.

Same as above.
CC 1 825, Art. 2409.

(No reference in Projet)

Same as above ; but comma ( , ) after

"fortune."

La femme , qui a obtenu la separation
de biens, doit contribuer, proportionnel
lement a ses facultes et a celles de son
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COMPILED EDITION
mari, tant aux frais du menage, qu'a
ceux de !'education des enfans com
muns.
Elle doit supporter entierement ces
frais, s'il ne reste rien au mari.
-p. 343, Art. 96.

CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 9 6.

Par. 1 same as par. 1, above ; but
"household" spelled "houshold" ; no
punctuation after "wife", after "contribute", after "fortune", or after "husband."
She is bound moreover to support
those expences alone, if there_ remains
nothing to her husband.

Same

as

above.

C N 1 804, Art. 1448.

La femme qui a obtenu la separation
de biens, doit contribuer, proportion
nellement a ses facultes et a cel!es du
mari, tant aux frais du menage qu'a
ceux d'education des enfans communs.
Par. 2 same as par. 2, above.

Same as above.

ART. 2436. The wife separated in .property has again the free
administration of her estate. She may dispose of her movable prop
erty and alienate the same. She can not alienate her immovable prop
erty without the consent of her husband, or, if he should refuse it,
without being authorized by the judge.
RCC-121 et seq., 125, 127, 155, 484, 1 3 1 6 , 1480, 1786, 2350, 2384, 2387,
2392 et seq., 2437, 3072, 3 3 0 0 , 3462. CP-106, 1 18 . Acts 1928, No. 2 8 3 .
R C C 1870, Art. 2436.

Same as above.

( Same as Art. 2436 of Proposed Revision of 1869;
in conformity with Acts 1826, p. 162, §2 [RS
§ 4 1 6] )

(No reference in Projet)
The wife separated, whether in perLa femme separee, soit de corps et de
son and property or in property only,
biens, soit de biens seulement, en re
has again the free administration of her prend la libre administration.
estate. She may dispose of her moveElle peut disposer de son mobilier et
able property and alienate the same. !'aliener.
She cannot alienate her immoveable
Elle ne peut aliener ses immeubles,
property without the consent of her sans le consentement de son mari, ou
husband, or, if he should refuse it, with- sans etre autorisee en justice, a son
out b eing authorized by the judge.
refus.
( Repealed by Acts 1 8 2 6 , p.
163, §2 [RS §4161, in so far as in con
(Repealed by Acts 1826, p. 162, §2 [RS
§ 4 1 6 ) , in so far as in conflict with CC flict with CC 1825, Art. 125, quoted
1825, Art. 125, quoted under RCC under RCC 1 870, Art. 123, above)
1870, Art. 123, above)
C C 1 825, Art. 2410.

CC 1 808, p. 342, Art. 97.

-p, 343, Art. 97.

Same as above ; but no punctuation
after "separated", or after "husband,
or" ; comma (,) after "immovable
property."

Same as above.

CN 1 804, Art. 1449.

Same as above.

Pars. 1 , 2 same as pars. 1, 2, above ;
but no punctuation after "separee" ;
comma ( , ) after "mobilier."
Elle ne peut aliener ses immeubles
sans le consentement du mari, ou sans
etre autorisee en justice a son refus.
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Art. 2439

ART. 2437. Whenever a marriage shall have been contracted
in this State, and the husband, after such marriage, shall remove or
shall have removed to a foreign country with his wife, if the husband
shall behave or have b ehaved towards his wife in said foreign country
in such a manner as would entitle her, under our laws, to demand a
separation of property, it shall be lawful for her, on returning to the
domicile where her marriage was contracted, to institute a suit there
against her husband for the purposes above mentioned, in the same
manner as if they were still domiciliated in said place. In such cases an
attorney shall be appointed by the court to represent the absent de
fendant ; the plaintiff shall be entitled to all the remedies and conser·
vatory measures granted by law to married women, and the judgment
shall have force and effect in the same manner as if the parties had
never left the State.
RCC-142, 2425 et seq., 2436.
RCC 1870, Art. 2437.

Same as above.

(Same as Art. 2 4 3 7 of Proposed Revision of 1869 ;
similar to Acts 1 855, No. 9 ms § §1 198, 1719) )

CC 1825.

No corresponding article.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

TITLE VII-OF S ALE*

*See general comment by redactors, Projet, p. 302.

Chapter 1-0F THE NATURE AND FORM OF THE CONTRACT OF

SALE

ART. 2438. In all cases, where no special provision is made
under the present title, the contract of sale is subjected to the general
rules established under the title : Of Conventional Obligations.
RCC-2 4 4 1 , 2457, 2 516, 2547, 2659, 2667, 2668, 2783, 3485.
RCC 1870, Art. 2438.

Same as above.
(Projet, p. 302. Addition adopted ; no comment)
Dans tous les cas, auxquels il n'est
Same as above; but no punctuation
pas pourvu specialement par les dis
after "the title."
positions contenues dans le present
titre, le contrat de vente est soumis
aux regles generales, etablies au titre
des obligatioru; conventionnelles.
CC 1825, Art. 2413.

CC 1808.

No corresponding article.

CN 1804.

No corresponding article.

ART. 2439. The contract of sale is an agreement by which one
gives a thing for a price in current money, and the other gives the price
in order to have the thing itself.
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